
L U C I F E R .
O N  T H E  W A T C H - T O W E R .

Is a  C o n sist e n t  N o m e n c latu r e  P o s s ib l e ?

O ne of the most patent facts which confronts the careful 
student of modern theosophical literature is the marvellous incon
sistency of its nomenclature. Again and again groups of students 
have discussed the subject, and while all are agreed that some 
consistent terminology is eminently desirable, the difficulties of 
settling on any particular nomenclature have so far proved insur
mountable. Not only do various writers use terms in a totally 
different sense, but even the same writer in successive books employs 
the same term in totally different significations. This is, of course, 
quite natural when writers are treating of different schools of 
thought, for the differences often mainly consist of dissimilar defini
tions of similar ideas, but when the same writer is continually 
using the same terms for new ideas the result is exceedingly puzzling 
to the superficial reader.

No one who has carefully followed the evolution of ideas in the 
present theosophical revival can have failed to remark the absolute 
incapability of the nomenclature to keep pace with the ideas. And 
when, moreover, we remember the tendency of the average mind to 
seek for similar names and terms rather than for similar ideas, we 
cannot but believe that such minds are reduced to a state of chaos 
rather than brought into the form of an orderly cosmos as the result 
of their studies.

Speaking generally, the tendency has been to push back the 
meaning of such terms, new ideas crowding in and either compel
ling the invention of new words or the subdivision of already exist
ing terms. Perhaps the greatest mistake has been the use of Sans



krit names which were already of protean signification in their 
native dress. The six main schools of Indian thought and the 
many sects of religion in Hindostan, the numerous schools of 
Buddhist metaphysics and mystic speculation, especially in the 
north, all use many similar terms and most of them in a peculiar 
sense. Thus Atman, Buddhi, Manas, etc., are so far from being 
desirable importations, that perhaps no more obscure and doubtful 
designations could have been chosen. Similarly in English we are 
confronted with the same difficulties in dealing with such vague 
terms as spirit, soul, mind, etc.

Now what is the reason of all this incertitude, for every 
school of thought must plead guilty to the same indictment, viz., 
of using terms which other schools use in a different sense ? And 
indeed, for the most part the various systems of philosophy in both 
ancient and modern times are quite as much engaged on the defini
tion of terms as on the elucidation of ideas.

The reason is not far to seek. Our terms are loose, because 
our ideas are obscure. There is no obscurity in the terms which 
designate a horse or a dog. There is an admirable consensus of 
opinion all over the world with regard to equus cdballus and cants 
famtliaris, and the dictionary definition of “ a solidungulate peris- 
sodactyl mammal ” does not blurr our mental image of the familiar 
horse. But once bid good-bye to the normal content of conscious
ness of the average “ man in the street,” and even extraordinary 
physical objects are difficult to define. Much more then is there 
obscurity in objects transcending physical consciousness.

Therefore we find that the mystics of antiquity have contented 
themselves with mere generalities. We look in vain in the books 
of Brahmanical mysticism or Neoplatonic psychology for any 
description of real detail. Compared to our acquaintance with 
physical detail all is comparatively vague and obscure. But the 
main outlines and indefinite generalities which contented the mind 
of antiquity will certainly not content the modern mind, and this 
is proved beyond any possibility of adverse argument by the 
enormous progress that same mind has made in its dealings with 
the physical universe, which has so far been its sole field of certain 
activity. But the time has come when a new field of research and 
investigation is opening up on all sides, and this same mind will



be the investigator. It therefore follows, as day follows night, that 
the method of research will be the same, although many a result 
arrived at will upset many current hypotheses. And it further 
follows that those mystics who are opposed to this method of 
research will be left behind as much as, or even at a greater 
distance than, those peoples who have refused to accept the same 
method in physical concerns.

Of course it may be argued that these ancients had a knowledge 
of psychic detail as accurate as the modern acquaintance with 
physical detail; and though some of us may be prepared to admit 
this in the case of a few of the ancients, we should remember that 
the majority were copyists and commentators rather than investiga
tors, and that the policy was for the most part to be intentionally 
obscure, and to keep such studies secret and sacred. To-day, how
ever, there is certainly nothing sacred in the study of psychology, 
and the wheel of time is rapidly bringing the psychic domain 
within the observation of everyday life. The word sacred, in the 
ancient sense, is thus pushed back into the regions of spiritual 
verities, and the psychic realms are opened to investigation.

This being so, we can begin, with some expectation of success, 
to construct a more precise nomenclature for psychic facts, though 
we must still be content to leave the spiritual realm to a great extent 
in its ancient obscurity, looking forward, however, to the desirable 
time when even that field of human consciousness will become as
clear as mid-day for perfected humanity.

*♦  *
T he B u d d h ist  I d ea  of  “ S o u l .”

We have been asked to comment on the following note of 
Professor Rhys Davids appended to his translation of Questions 
o f K ing Milinda (“ Sacred Books of the East,” xxxv. 268) :

“ If one doctrine more than any other is distinctive of Buddhism, it is the 
ignoring in ethics of the time-honoured belief in a soul—that is, in the old sense, 
in a separate creature inside the body, which flies out of it, like a bird out of a 
cage, when the body dies. Yet the Theosophists, who believe, I am told, in 
seven souls inside each human body (which would be worse according to true 
Buddhism than seven devils) still venture to call themselves Buddhists, and do 
not see the absurdity of their position 1 ”

In the first place it is by no means clear what Professor Davids



means by the qualifying phrase “ in ethics,” seeing that the whole 
problem is one of psychology. The so-called Northern Schools of 
Buddhism hold distinctly the “ time-honoured belief in soul,” as is 
amply testified to by their doctrines of Sattva and Ekotibhava—  
Sattva being the reincarnating entity (the “ individuality,” not the 
“ personality”) and Ekotibhava being the “ thread-soul ” idea. The 
so-called Southern Schools, on the other hand, have been more 
interested in denying the persistence of the “ personality ” than in 
asserting the “ immortality ” of the “ individuality.”

If the Professor could prove that the permanency of the indivi
duality during a series of lives or a Kalpa was denied by the Southern 
Buddhists, he would simply prove that such followers of the Tatha- 
gata were ignorant of one of the basic facts of real psychology. On 
the other hand, the absolute eternity of the “ individuality ” is not 
to be believed in, for even the spiritual vehicle or limitation of the 
Self must give place to limitlessness in the infinitude of time.

As a matter of fact again, the “ soul,” or subtle body, does “ fly 
out ” of the physical body as “ out of a cage ” (to use a simile— for 
the subtle body is not contained in the physical body of course), not 
only at death but also in sleep; and it is impossible to believe that the 
Southern Buddhists can be ignorant of so patent and elementary a 
fact of psychic knowledge.

As for the rest of the paragraph, it need hardly be stated in 
L u c if e r  that the Theosophists do not believe in “ seven souls,”
nor do they “ call themselves Buddhists.”

*♦  *
T he B o rd erlan d  of  P h y sic s .

The following note, in The Daily Chronicle of March 14th, is 
indicative of how far the ordinary “ newspaper scientist ” is behind 
the times in matters of psychology, and consequently how far the 
general public which is spoon-fed with such materialism, is a stran
ger to the most elementary experiments in psychic science. The 
editor of “ Science at Work,” in the issue referred to, naively writes :

“ In connection with Rontgen’s discovery, a carious fact has been recalled.
. . . . About the year 1848, Reichenbach, the discoverer of creosote, published a 
pamphlet on what he called the Od, which consisted of a sort of halo surrounding 
every natural body, and rendering it luminous under certain conditions. In his 
writings at that time Reichenbach gave illustrations of bodies which he stated



h ad  been photographed through other bodies which were transparent to this 
illum inating medium or flu id : but this was too much for the scientists o f 1848, 
and Reichenbach was prom ptly denounced as a lunatic by Du Bois-Reym ond. 
Since Rontgen's discovery, curiosity has been excited about the matter, and a 
certain  professor at Cologne has made further experim ents, and has, it is stated, 
succeeded in repeating R eichenbach’s results.”

Reichenbacli’s “ pamphlet,” as every student of magnetism and 
mesmerism knows, is a thick volume of some 600 pages; it contains 
no photographs, but a number of diagrams and one lithograph. His 
researches were carried on by means of living sensitives, and the 
second edition of his work was translated into English by Dr. 
Ashburner, the well-known investigator of mesmeric phenomena, 
in 1851.

The most interesting side of Rontgen’s discovery has not yet 
presented itself to the general public. If it is true that fresh re
searches on the same lines have produced instruments whereby the 
physical eye can be enabled to penetrate through otherwise imper
meable media, it is within the region of possibility that any day 
may introduce the public to a new discovery that will entirely revo
lutionize existing social conditions. If one can see the inside of his 
neighbour’s despatch box or safe, if clothes become non-existent, 
and walls and flesh are permeable by artificially increased sight, 
then we are face to face with social problems with which a more 
precise ethic than has hitherto obtained will alone cope.

Increased power over nature can progress safely only hand in 
hand with an increase of morals, and as these new physical discoveries 
threaten to trespass on what have previously been psychic realms, it 
is to be hoped that an effort will be made to strengthen public 
morality sufficiently to stand the strain. The ethics of occultism 
teach that it is as dishonourable to read a person’s thought without 
his knowledge, as it is to pry into a person’s correspondence; as 
criminal to pick a person’s brains as to burglariously enter another’s 
house. What are called delicacy of feeling and honourable conduct 
are signs of a moral development, a development which is the sole 
guarantee in the most delicate social relations of the world. This 
being so, how much more delicate and refined must be the moral 
nature before it can safely be entrusted with definite psychic powers !

And if this higher standard of morals is not to be looked for as 
a general possession at present, What precautions will our legislators



be enabled to devise to cope with the new conditions? At present 
our legislators as a class do not believe in even the possibility of 
such faculties. It is, therefore, a not undesirable thing that physical 
discovery should force them to face some of the elementary factors 
of a problem that will indubitably confront them in the near future.

A statement has recently been made in the press that Mr. 
Tesla, the well known electrician, confidently asserts, as the result 
of his experiments, the possibility of telegraphic communication 
without wires, not only between the most distant localities on this 
earth, but also between this earth and other planets. And though 
the latter half of the prediction appears to be over sanguine, to say 
the least of it, nevertheless the establishment of the former possi
bility as a definitely acquired fact of physical science will give the 
materialistic mind an excuse for tentatively entertaining the idea 
of the possibility of thought-transference. The paper-notices, with 
journalese humour, suggest that Theosopliists will claim that Mr. 
Tesla’s discoveries have been already anticipated. But the last 
laugh, as usual, is with the Theosophists, for they have already all 
along claimed the possibility of thought communication, which 
they know to be a fact. As to Mr. Tesla’s experiments, however, 
they have never made any claim, and join the journalists in their 
admiration for the patient investigator’s industry. The Theo- 
sophist’s belief is that man contains his microscope, telescope, and 
telegraph in himself, and he looks upon the physical instruments as 
a painful and slow externalization of instruments or faculties which 
man possesses internally. These physical adjuncts were not neces
sary so long as man not only believed he had a soul, but knew that 
he was rather that soul than a body ; but now that man, so far from 
knowing he is a soul, does not even believe he has one, he naturally 
regards machinery and mechanical instruments as miraculous* pro
ductions of human ingenuity; by his use of external instruments, 
he is really a ceremonial magician, though disbelieving in magic ; 
whereas the true Theosophist, while believing in magic, is the real 
scientist who uses only internal instruments.

We should, however, be very careful to give all honour where 
honour is due, and though we may regret the indifference to the 
spiritual nature of man which is so characteristic of the present 
age, we should, nevertheless, remember that the brilliant discoveries



of physical science are the outcome of a new method peculiar to 
the western world and the race that is at present evolving in its 
hemisphere. This new departure is the method of publicity, and 
the turning of discovery to general utility, the placing of new 
powers and advantages within the reach of all, irrespective of their 
moral character. It has its advantages and its disadvantages, but on 
the whole it has proved a success and quickened evolution 
enormously; and as physical science does not make leaps and 
bounds but goes slowly forward, we may hope that general morality 
may keep pace with the new conditions of existence.

In comparing the present with the past, therefore, we should care
fully guard against making too general statements. It is hardly a fair 
comparison to cite the brilliant attainments of the few in antiquity 
who perfected themselves in psychic science, with the present 
knowledge of the many concerning physical discovery. Therefore 
we deprecate such wild statements as those contained in the follow
ing paragraph from New York, which has been copied by the press 
in this country:

“  A  Parsee man of science who lectured here yesterday [Mar. 26th], declared 
the ‘ X  rays ’ to be a  m anifestation of w hat for thousands of years has been 
known to Oriental investigators as astral light or the seventh dimension of 
m atter.”

It is curious to remark how many mistakes can be crowded into 
so short a paragraph. Firstly, the “ X rays” are not a manifestation 
of the astral light proper; secondly, Oriental investigation never 
heard of the term “ astral ligh t” until about fifteen years ago, 
though it has many other names for the subtle phases of matter ; 
thirdly, the astral light is not the “ seventh dimension of matter,” 
for we cannot venture definitely to assert whether there is even a 
“  fourth dimension ” of matter, much less a “ seventh.”

The “ X  rays” are physical and discoverable by physical means; 
the astral light is astral, and beyond the reach of physical sense. 
It is puerile to claim priority of discovery in things physical for 
men who dealt with things psychic.

The Rontgeu rays presumably pertain to the lowest subdivision 
of etheric physical matter. And all that can be safely asserted is 
that physical science has pushed its discoveries into a realm which 
previously was cognizable only by psychic faculty. Clairvoyance



has ever claimed to see through solid bodies, and can undoubtedly 
deal with every region of investigation that the “ X  rays ” can open 
up; but the physical discovery is a triumph of physical science 
which historically has never been anticipated. The Rontgen 
discovery does not prove the “ astral light,” for that cannot possibly 
be dealt with by physical means, but simply widens our area of 
perception of physical matter.

*
*  *

W e ar e  St u d e n t s , not T e a c h e r s.

What we members of the Theosophical Society should above 
all things remember, is that we are students, and not teachers. No 
doubt, on some points, we may be able to supply information that 
is of value with regard to theosophical studies, but we are very far 
from being possessed of a complete science of any department of 
nature. I do not for a moment deny that there are teachers— far 
from i t ; but the members of the Theosophical Society have none 
of them reached that exalted rank. And perhaps none have done 
more harm to the general credit of those same teachers than 
members of the Society who have not infrequently made wild 
statements which they ascribed to higher authorities, owing to their 
own very imperfect comprehension of what they have heard. E x  
cathedra statements are always objectionable, and can only impose 
themselves on those who will not think for themselves. Belief is 
one thing, knowledge is another; and each has its appropriate mode 
of expression. One, therefore, who uses expressions of knowledge 
for questions of belief, deceives both himself and others, and is pro
portionately a stranger to truth. How many things have had to be 
unsaid by writers on Theosophy, which the use of a little prudence 
would have rendered unnecessary! And not only have many things 
been already unsaid, but also many more will have to be unsaid, as 
knowledge and experience grow in the Society. The only safe attitude, 
therefore, is that of the student. We must be content to be students 
for many a long year to come, and the length of the years can only 
be shortened as we develope the characteristics of genuine pupils—  
patience, accuracy, modesty, laboriousness, all virtues which are 
absolutely indispensable if we would draw nigh unto wisdom.

G. R. S. M.



O R P H E U S .

( Concluded fro p. 36.)

T he S ubtle  Bod y.

F or the following information I am to some extent indebted to 
texts cited in Cudwortli’s Intellectual System (iii. 506, seqq., ed. 1820). 
Philoponus {Proecm. in Aristot. de An.) tells us that the rational 
part of the soul can be separated from every kind of body, but the 
irrational part, although it is separable from the physical body, 
has another subtle vehicle which is called the “ spirituous body ” 
{TrvfvfiaTiKov (Ttofia).The irrational principle does not owe its existence 
to the physical body, for when the soul quits the physical body, the 
irrational part still retains the “ spirituous body ” as its vehicle and 
substratum {<>xnpa nal vn-oKct/icvov), terms which closely resemble the 
Vedantic technical expressions Deha and Up&dlii. This “ spirituous 
body ” is composed of the “ elements,” but in it is a predominance 
of the “ element” “ air,” just as in the physical body there is a 
predominance of “ earth.” It is therefore often called the aerial 
body. This is the body which passes into the invisible world after 
death. Thus the same Philoponus writes: “ Our soul, after its 
exodus from the body, is believed, or rather is known, to go into 
the invisible world [Kama Loka], there to pay the penalty for the 
evil of its past life. For providence {y irpovoia) is not only concerned 
with our being, but also with our well-being. And therefore a soul 
that has lapsed into a state contrary to its [true] nature [namely, 
earth-life] is not neglected, but meets with fitting care. And since 
error arose in it on account of the desire for pleasurable sensation, 
of necessity it must be purified by pain. . . . But if the soul is
without body it could not suffer. . . . It is absolutely necessary,
therefore, that it should have a kind of body attached to it. . . .
This is the spirituous body of which we speak, and in it as a ground, 
as it were, are rooted the passional and sensational nature of the soul.”

For if the soul were freed from these, it would be freed from 
generation, and be “ carried up aloft to the higher celestial regions” 
(Devachan).



Philoponus then proceeds to explain spectres, phantoms, etc., 
by means of this subtle body. He further adds that we should 
abstain from a foul and gross diet, for the ancient sages affirm that 
“ thereby this subtle body is densified and incrassated, and the soul 
rendered more sensible to the passions.”

Of the next passage I give Cudwortli’s version, so that there may 
be no suspicion of twisting the text to suit any preconceived views.

“ They further add, that there is something of a plantal and 
plastic life (t»}s also, exercised by the soul, in those
spirituous or airy bodies after death ; they being nourished too, 
though not after the same manner, as these gross earthly bodies of 
ours are here, but by vapours; and that not by parts or organs, but 
throughout the whole of them (as sponges) [endosmosis and exos
mosis], they imbibing everywhere those vapours. For which cause, 
they who are wise will in this life also take care of using a thinner 
and dryer diet, that so that spirituous body (which we have also at 
this present time within our grosser body), may not be clogged and 
incrassated, but attenuated. Over and above which those ancients 
made use of catharins, or purgations, to the same end and purpose 
also: for as this earthly body is washed by water, so is that spirituous 
body cleansed by cartliartic vapours ; some of these vapours being 
nutritive, others purgative. [This explains the symbolical purgations 
and purifications in the Mysteries.] Moreover, these ancients 
further declared concerning this spirituous body, that it was not 
organized, but did the whole of it, in every part throughout, exercise 
all functions of sense, the soul hearing and seeing, and perceiving 
all sensibles, by it everywhere. For which cause Aristotle affirmeth 
in his Metaphysics that there is properly but one sense, and but 
one sensory ; he, by this one sensory, meaning the spirit, or subtile 
airy body, in which the sensitive power doth all of it, though the 
whole, immediately apprehend all variety of sensibles. And if it 
be demanded, how it comes then to pass, that this spirit appears 
organized in sepulchres, and most commonly of human form, but 
sometimes in the form of some other animals? to this those 
ancients replied: That their appearing so frequently in human 
form proceedeth from their being incrassated with evil diet, and 
then, as it were, stamped upon with the form of the exterior ambient 
body in which they are, as crystal is formed and coloured like to



those things which it is fashioned in, or reflects the image of them ; 
and that their having sometimes other different forms proceedeth 
from the fantastic power of the soul itself, which can at pleasure 
transform this spirituous body into any shape: for being airy, when 
it is condensed and fixed, it becometh visible ; and again invisible; 
and vanishing out of sight, when it is expanded and rarefied.”

The ancients further taught that the soul does not act directly 
upon the muscles, etc., of the body, but upon the “ animal spirits ” which 
are the “ immediate instruments of sense and fancy” ; and therefore 
Porphyry tells us (De Ant. Nymph., pp. 257, 259) that “ the blood is
the food and nourishment of the spirit (that is, the subtle body called 
the animal spirits), and that this spirit is the vehicle of the soul.” 

But besides the physical and subtle bodies, there is yet another 
kind of body or vestment of a far higher order, “ peculiarly belonging 
to such souls, . . .  as are purged and cleansed from corporeal 
affections, lusts and passions.” This brings us to speak of

T h e  A u g o e id e s .

The augoeides is described by the same Philoponus as follows: 
The soul continues in its terrestrial body or in its aerial vehicle 

“  until it has purified itself, and then it is carried aloft and is freed 
from generation. Then it is that it lays aside its passional and 
sensuous nature together with the spirituous vehicle. For there 
is besides this vehicle another which is eternally united with the 
soul [the Karana Delia or “ causal body” of the Ved&ntins], a 
heavenly body and therefore eternal [manvantaric], which they call 
the radiant or star-like body (avyociScs») aorpoti&s). For the soul 
being of a mundane (or cosmic) nature, must necessarily have some 
allotment which it manages, seeing that it is part of the cosmos. 
And since it is ever in motion, and must continue in activity, it 
must always have a body attached to it, which it ever keeps alive. 
And so they declare that the soul has always [as long as it is in 
manifestation] a luciform or radiant body.”

And so also Proclus (Tim., p. 290): “ The human soul has an 
ethereal vehicle (oxnt10- aWepiov) attached to it, as Plato tells us, affirm
ing that the creator placed it in a vehicle (or chariot, o^pa). For 
necessarily every soul before these mortal bodies, uses eternal 
and rapidly moving vehicles, in that its very essence is motion,”



And again (ibid., p. 164): “ While we are on high we have no need 
of these divided organs, which we now have when descending into 
generation; but the radiant vehicle alone is sufficient, for it has all 
the senses united together in it.”

Moreover Plato himself in his writes of a good man
after death : “ I confidently assert, both in jest and in all serious
ness, that such a one (if in death he have worked out his own 
destiny) will no longer have many senses as we have now, but will 
possess a uniform body, and so having become one from many will 
obtain happiness.”

Hierocles in his Commentary (pp. 214, 215) on the Golden 
Verses of Pythagoras tells us that the Oracles call this augoeides 
the “ subtle vehicle ” of the soul ( x̂*?* \€7rrdv 1). The Oracles 
referred to are evidently the Chaldaic, and this is borne out by the 
fact that one of the Oracles still preserved refers to the two subtle 
vestures of the soul, in their usual enigmatical fashion, as follow s: 
“ Do not soil the spirit nor turn the plane into the solid.” T he 
“ spirit” is evidently the a^ry body and the “ plane” (cti-iVcSov) the 
luciform, for as we have learned above from the Pythagorean mathe
matics, the point generated the line, the line the plane or super
ficies, and the plane the solid. This is also the opinion of Psellus, 
who in his Commentary upon the Oracles writes: “ The Chaldaeans 
clothed the soul in two vestures ; the one they called the spirituous, 
which is woven for it (as it were) out of the sensible body ; the 
other the radiant, subtle and impalpable, which they called the 
plane.” And this is a very appropriate term, for it signifies that it 
is not subject to the laws of solid bodies. Hierocles further asserts 
that this luciform body is the spiritual vehicle of the rational part 
of the soul, whereas the aery body is the vehicle of the irrational 
part; he therefore calls the former the pneumatic ( and 
the latter the psychic body (a-wpa ifrvxixbv), usingthe same nomenclature 
as Paul, the Christian (1 Cor., xv. 44).

Synesius (Dc Insomniis, p. 140) calls the augoeides the “ divine 
body ” (Oeairemov cr<o/xa); and Virgil in his sEncid  (vi.) speaks of it as 
the “ pure ethereal sensory” (pur urn . . .
and a “ pure fiery breath ” (aurai s i m p l i c i s i g n e m ) .

But not only does the soul possess this luciform body after 
death, but also during life, and thus Suidas ., avyo«8fc)



writes: “ The soul possesses a luciform vehicle, which is also called 
the ‘ starlike ’ and the ‘ everlasting.’ Some say that this radiant 
body is shut in this physical body, within the head.” And this 
agrees with Hierocles (p. 214, ed. Needham), that “ the augoeides is 
in our mortal physical body, inspiring life into the inanimate body, 
and containing the harmony thereof”— that is to say, it is the 
“ causal body” or karmic vesture of the soul, in which its destiny 
or rather all the seeds of past causation are stored. This is the 
“ thread-soul ” as it is sometimes called, the “ body ” that passes 
over from one incarnation to another.

And just as the aerial or subtle body could be purified and 
separated from the physical body, so could the luciform or 
augoeides. These purgations were of a very high character, and 
pertained to the telestic art and theurgy, as the same Hierocles 
informs us (ibid.). By this means the purification that takes place 
for the many after death, is accomplished by the few here in the 
body on earth, and they can separate the luciform vehicle from the 
lower vehicle, and be conscious of heavenly things while on earth. 
Therefore it is that Plato (Pfusdo, p. 378) defines “ philosophy ” as 
“ a continual exercise of dying ”— that is to say, firstly, a moral 
dying to corporeal lusts and passions, and secondly, consciously and 
voluntarily passing through all the states of consciousness while 
still alive which the soul must pass through after death.

Thus there are four classes of virtues: the political or practical, - 
pertaining to the gross body ; the purifying, pertaining to the subtle 
body; the intellectual or spiritual, pertaining to the causal body ; 
and the contemplative, pertaining to the supreme at-one-ment, or 
union with God. Thus Porphyry in his Auxiliaries (ii.) writes:

“ He who energizes according to the practical virtues is a 
worthy m an; but he who energizes according to the purifying 
(cathartic) virtues is an angelic man, or is also a good demon. He 
who energizes according to the intellectual virtues alone is a god, 
but he who energizes according to the paradeigmatic virtues is the 
father of gods.” (Compare Porphyry the Philosopher to his Wife 
Marcella, by Miss Alice Zimmern, pp. 40, 41 ; compare also the 
opening paragraphs of Marinus’ L if of Proclus and Plotinus, En.,
II. ii., “ On the Virtues.”)

This luciform body is the root of individuality {individuitatis



principium) for just as the Egyptians taught that every entity con
sisted of an “ essence” and an “ envelope” (see “ The Vestures of 
the Soul” in my collection of Essays entitled World ),
so Hierocles (p. 120) tells us that “ the rational essence, together with 
its cognate vehicle, came into existence from the creator, in such 
a fashion that it is neither itself body nor without body; and though 
it is incorporeal yet its whole nature (cZSos) is limited by a body.”

He therefore defines the real man (p. 212) as a rational soul with 
a cognate immortal body, or envelope (compare with this the sym
bology of the Orphic Egg, supra), and calls the enlivened physical 
body the “ image of the man ” (ctSwAov avQpuwov). Moreover, he further 
asserts that the former is true of all other rational beings in the 
universe below Deity and above man. This then is the nature of the 
daimones (angels), the difference between daimones and men being 
that the former are “ lapsable into aerial bodies only, and no further; 
but the latter into terrestrial also.” (Porphyry, De ii. § 38.)

Finally Hierocles asserts that this was the genuine doctrine and 
sacred science of the Pythagoreans and Plato ; and Proclus tells us 
that the line of teaching came originally through Orpheus. From 
the above I think it is abundantly apparent that those who followed 
the tradition of Orpheus were the sternest of moralists and the most 
practical of mystics, possessing a true knowledge of the sacred 
science of the soul, and teaching a psychology that will stand the 
test of the most searching experiment in our own and in all times. 
I speak here only of the genuine followers of the science, not of the 
many impostors and charlatans who preyed upon the refuse flung 
outside its shrines.

Further information concerning the vehicles of the soul accord
ing to the Platonic psychology may be derived from the Commentary 
of Proclus on the Titrueus (Book v., see Taylor’s Trans., ii. 393, .,
416 sq., and 436 sq). The following (pp. 416, 417) is the most 
important passage.

“ Souls in descending, receive from the elements different 
vehicles, afe'rial, aquatic, and terrestrial; and thus at last enter into 
this gross bulk. For how, without a medium, could they proceed 
into this body from immaterial spirits? Hence before they come 
into this body they possess the irrational life, and its vehicle, which 
is prepared from the simple elements, and from these they become



invested with tumult, [or the genesiurgic body,] which is so called 
as being foreign to the connate vehicle of souls, and as composed of 
all-various vestments, and causing souls to become heavy.

“ The word adhering likewise, manifests the external circum- 
position of a vehicle of such a kind as that of which he is speaking, 
and the colligation to the one nature contained in i t ; after which 
this last body, consisting of things dissimilar and multiform, is 
suspended from souls. For how is it possible, that the descent 
should be [immediately] from a life which governs the whole 
world, to the most partial form of life ? For this particular and 
indivisible outward man cannot be connected with the universe, but a 
prior descent into a medium between the two is entirely necessary; 
which medium is not a certain animal, but the supplier of many 
lives. For the descent does not directly produce the life of a certain 
man, but prior to this and prior to the generation of an individual, 
it produces the life of [universal] man. And as the lapse is from 
that which is incorporeal into body, and a life with body, according 
to which the soul lives in conjunction with its celestial vehicle; so 
from this the descent is into a genesiurgic body, according to which 
the soul is in generation; and from this into a terrestrial body, 
according to which it lives with the testaceous body. Hence, before 
it is surrounded with this last body, it is invested with a body which 
connects it with all generation. And on this account, it then leaves 
this body, when it leaves generation. But if this be the case, it 
then received it, when it came into generation. It came, however, 
into generation prior to its lapse into this last body. Hence, prior to 
this last body it received that vehicle, and retains the latter after the 
dissolution of the former. It lives, therefore, in this vehicle through 
the whole of the genesiurgic period. On this account Plato calls 
the adhering tumult, the irrational form of life in this vehicle ; and 
not that which adheres to the soul in each of its incarnations, as 
being that which circularly invests it from the first. The conna- 
scent vehicle [K&rana Sharira] therefore makes the soul to be mun
dane [cosmic]; the second vehicle [Sukshma Sharira] causes it to be 
a citizen of generation ; and the testaceous vehicle [Stliula Sharira] 
makes it to be terrestrial. And as the life of souls is to the whole 
of generation, and the whole of generation to the world, so are 
vehicles to each other. With respect to the circumposition also of



the vehicles, one is perpetual and always mundane [cosmic] ; another 
is prior to this outward body, and posterior to it; for it is both prior 
to, and subsists posterior to it, in generation; and a third is then 
only, when it lives a certain partial life on the earth. Plato, there
fore, by using the term adhering, and by suspending the irrational 
nature from the soul, according to all its lives, distinguishes this irra
tional nature from this outward body, and the peculiar life of it. But 
by adding the words externally and , he distinguishes
it from the connascent vehicle in which the Demiurgus made it to 
descend. Hence, this vehicle which causes the soul to be a citizen 
of generation, is a medium between both.”

And now it is time to bring this essay to a conclusion. It has 
been a labour of love undertaken out of gratitude to the ancients, 
and in memory of the past; and perhaps no more useful subject 
could be chosen to bring the task to an end than the doctrine of 
rebirth— a law of nature by virtue of which the ancients and their 
ideas once more return to leaven the materialization in modern 
philosophy, science and religion.

X .— T H E  D O C T R IN E  O F  R E B IR T H .

T he Body is the Prison of the Soul.

T ogether with all the adherents of the Mysteries in every laud 
the Orphics believed in reincarnation.

Now Plato ill the Cratylus gives the following mystical word
play of the term body (<rw/*a): “ According to some the body is the 
sepulchre (ot/ / » a)of the soul, which they consider as buried iu the 
present life ; and also because whatever the soul signifies it signifies 
by the body ; so that on this account it is properly called a sepulchre 
(<njfia). [The word a-rjfia also connotes the means whereby anything 
is signified. This reminds us of the Linga Sharira of the 
Vedantins— Linga meaning sign, token, etc.] And indeed the 
followers of Orpheus seem to me to have established this name, 
principally because the soul suffers in body the punishment of its 
guilt, and is surrounded with this enclosure that it may preserve 
the image of a prison.” ( Plato's , Taylor, v. 513.)

The Phrygians in their Mysteries called the soul imprisoned in 
the body the “ dead.” The writer of the Naasenian School of Gnostic



ism, quoted by Hippolytus ( . Philosophu, v. 6), tells u s : “ The 
Phrygians also call it the ‘ dead,’ inasmuch as it is in a tomb and 
sepulchre buried in the body. This, he says, is what is written : ‘ Ye 
are whited sepulchres, filled within with the bones of the dead ’ ( 
Matth., xxiii. 27)— for the ‘ living man ’ is not in you. And again :
‘ The “ dead ” shall leap forth from the tombs ’ ., xxvii. 52,
53 ; xi. 5 ; Luke, vii. 22). That is to say, from their earthly bodies 
regenerated spiritual men, not fleshly. For this (he says) is the 
resurrection which takes place through the Gate of the Heavens, 
and they who pass not through it all remain dead.”

On the above passage of Plato, Taylor adds an interesting note 
{op. cit., ibid.), from which we learn that Heraclitus, speaking of un
embodied souls, says: “ We live their death, and we die their life.” 
And Empedocles, speaking of “ generation,” the equivalent of the 
Brahmanical and Buddhist Sansara, or the wheel of rebirth, writes: 
“  She makes the ‘ living ’ pass into the 1 dead ’ ” ; and again, lament
ing his imprisonment in the corporeal world, he calls it an “ un
accustomed realm.”

T he Soul is Punished in the Body.
Again, the Pythagorean Philolaus (cited by Clemens Alex., Strom.,

iii.) writes: “ The ancient theologists and initiates also testify that the 
soul is united with body for the sake of suffering punishment; and that 
it is buried in body, as in a sepulchre.” And Pythagoras himself 
(cited by the same Clement) assures us that: “ Whatever we see 
when awake is death, and when asleep a dream.” Real life is in 
neither of these states.

And so Taylor in his Elcusinian and Bacchic Mysteries (Wilder’s 
ed., pp. 8, et. scq.) shows us th at: “ The ancients by Hades signified 
nothing more than the profound union of the soul with the present 
body; and consequently, that till the soul separated herself by 
philosophy from such a ruinous conjunction, she subsisted in Hades 
even in the present life; her punishment hereafter being nothing 
more than a continuation of her state upon earth, and a transmi
gration, as it were, from sleep to sleep, and from dream to dream: and 
this, too, was occultly signified by the shows of the lesser mysteries.”

Cicero also, referring to Orpheus and his successors, says (in 
Hortensio, Frag., p. 60): “ The ancients, whether they were seers



or interpreters of the divine mind in the tradition of the sacred 
initiations, seem to have known the truth, when they affirmed that 
we were born into the body to pay the penalty for sins committed 
in a former life {vita super tore)."

Augustine also ( DeCivitate Dei, X X II. xxviii.) writes: “Certain 
of the gentiles have asserted that in the rebirth of men there is what the 
Greeks call palingenesis (ira\iyytve<rlav— Sansk. Punarjanman).” He 
further adds that “ they taught that there was a conjunction of the 
same soul and [? subtle] body in four hundred and forty years.”

But according to Plato ( . Phcedo, and , X) the average 
time that elapsed between two births was a thousand years. Virgil 
{sEn., vi. 758) gives the same period.

Olympiodorus in his Scholion on Plato’s (p. 70 c ; cf.
Gesner, Frag.Orph., p. 510) says that: “ There is an archaic teach
ing of the Orphic and Pythagorean tradition which brings souls into 
bodies and takes them out of bodies, and this repeatedly and in a cycle.”

T he Past Births ok Pythagoras.

Now Diogenes Laertius ( Vit. ., viii. 14) asserts that “ he 
(Pythagoras) was reported to have been the first [of the Greeks, 
Orpheus not being a Greek] to teach the doctrine that tjie soul 
passing through the ‘ circle of necessity’ (kv'kXov avdyicqs) was bound 
at various times to various living bodies.”

In fact the same writer tells us (viii. 4-6) that Pythagoras had 
given the details of some of his former births to his disciples.

That he had been (1) in Argonautic times JEthalides, the 
“ son of Mercury,” that is an initiate; that in that birth he had 
gained the power of retaining his memory through the intermediate 
state between two lives. This he obtained as a boon from Mercury 
(his Initiator or Master), who had offered him any power short of 
immortality ( idavaaia)— the supreme initiation.

He next was almost immediately reincarnated in (2) Euphorbus. 
In that birth he was wounded by Menelaus at the Siege of Troy, 
and so died. But that during his life he asserted that he had been 
ASthalides, and further taught the doctrine of reincarnation, and 
explained the course of the “ soul’’ after death, and, in his own case, 
to what species of the vegetable and animal kingdoms it had been 
temporarily attached— irtpuytvero (or rather in contact with, as far as



the alchemical transmutation of the physical body was concerned), 
and also the post-mortem state (Kama Loka), both of his own soul 
and that of others.

He then incarnated in (3) Hermotiinus. In this birth he went 
on a pilgrimage to the famous temple of Apollo at Branchidse— on 
the Ionian sea-coast, a little south of Miletus— but Ovid (.Meta - 
morph., xv.) says to the temple of Juno at Argos, and Tertullian, 
De Anim ., to the temple of Apollo at Delphi), and there pointed 
out the shield which he carried as Euphorbus, and which Menelaus 
had hung up in the temple as a dedicatory offering. The shield 
had by that time rusted to pieces, and nothing but the carved ivory 
face on the boss remained.

In his next birth he was (4) Pyrrhus, a Delian fisherman, and 
still retained the memory of his past births. Finally he was re
incarnated as Pythagoras.

Hieronymus ( Apol. ad Rujinum),however, gives another tradi
tion, which recites the births of the great Samian as (1) Euphorbus, 
(2) Callides, (3) Hermotiinus, (4) Pyrrhus, (5) Pythagoras.

Porphyry ( Vit. Pythag.)agrees with Laertius, and Aulus Gellius 
(IV. xi.) adds to Porphyry’s list (5) Pyrandrus, (6) Callidas, and 
(7) Alee, a most beautiful woman of easy virtue. Whereas the 
Scholiast on Apollonius Rhodius { i . ; see Observations 
of ABgidius Menagius on Diogenes Laertius, p. 349, Amsterdam ed., 
1618) tells us concerning ASthalides that “ the Pythagoreans assert 
that this ^thalides, his soul being indestructible, lived again in 
Trojan times as Euphorbus, son of Pantus. Subsequently he was 
born as Pyrrhus, the Cretan; and afterwards as a certain Elius, 
whose name is unknown. And finally he became Pythagoras.”

Such seems to have been the mixed report that got abroad 
from the indiscreet revelations of the disciples of the great teacher. 
They had better have said all or said nothing.

O t h e r  In sta n ces  of P reviou s L iv es  of “ In it ia t e s .”

In Philostratus’ L ife of Apollonius we also find a few references 
to the past births of several ancient sages. For instance (I. i.), 
Empedocles (fifth century, b.c .) declares: “ I was formerly a young 
girl.” Iarchas, the “  chief of the Brahmans,” tells Apollonius 
that he was formerly a great monarch, named Ganga, at a time



when the “ E thiopians” (? Atlanteans) occupied India, and that 
his body in that birth was ten cubits high. At the same time he 
pointed out a young Hindu who, he averred, had formerly been 
Palamedes in Trojan times, and who knew how to write without 
ever having learned the art (III. xx-xxii.).

Iarchas (xxiii.) then proceeded to tell his Grecian guest that he 
saw that he (Apollonius) had been in a former birth the captain of 
an Egyptian vessel. Apollonius replied that that was true, and 
added some interesting details.

Juliau the Emperor believed that he was a reincarnation of 
the soul of Alexander the Great.

Finally Mariuus ( Vit. Procli)tells us that Proclus was persuaded 
that he had been Nichomachus, the Pythagorean, in a former birth.

The wheel of life, referred to by Pythagoras, is called by Proclus 
(Tim., i. 32) the “ cycle of generation” (kvkAos ri}s Orpheus
himself naming it the “ wheel,” while Simplicius (Dc , ii. 91, c) 
says that it was symbolized by the wheel of Ixion, and adds, “ he 
was bound by God to the wheel of fate and of generation.” And 
Proclus (Tim., v. 330) writes that: “ There is but one way of escape 
for the soul from the cycle of generation, namely, to turn itself 
from its pilgrimage in generation, and to hasten to its spiritual 
prototype . . .  as Orpheus says, ‘ to cease from the cycle and 
gain breathing space from evil.’ ”

Plotinus also (En., I. xii.) makes the following emphatic declara
tion concerning reincarnation : “ It is a universally admitted belief 
that the soul commits sins, expiates them, undergoes punishment in 
the invisible world, and passes into new bodies.” He further states 
(En., IV. ix .): “ There are two modes of a soul entering a body; 
one when the soul being already in a body, undergoes metensoma- 
tosis (/x.rrct'orw/u.arcocris) that is to say, passes from an aerian or igneous 
body into a physical body . . .; the other when a soul passes
from an incorporeal state into a body of a certain kind.”

Now in the Mysteries, the doctrine of reincarnation was fully 
and scientifically expounded. Thus we find Plutarch (De Esu Carn.,

T he  W h e e l  o f  L i f e .

Of M eten so m a to sis.

O f t h e  T e n e t , in  t h e  M y s t e r ie s .



Or. i. 7, 240, T. xiii.) declaring that the whole story of Bacchus 
and his being torn in pieces by the Titans, and their subsequent 
destruction by Jupiter, was “ a sacred narrative concerning reincar
nation ” (fivO os «is ri|v iraXiyyevccn'av).

Again the Rape of Proserpine, which was also one of the 
dramatic representations of the lesser mysteries, “ signifies the 
descent of souls ” (Sallust, De D iis Mundo, iv.).

As to the popular superstition that it was possible for the soul 
to reincarnate in an animal, the true teaching of the Mysteries on 
this point is set forth clearly and plainly by Proclus. It refers to 
one aspect of the intermediate state of the irrational part of the soul 
between two births. Therefore we find him writing : “ True.reason 
asserts that the human soul may be lodged in brutes, such a
manner, as that it may obtain its ozvn proper , and that the degraded 

soul may, as it were, be carried above it and be bound to the baser 
nature by a propensity and similitude of affection. And that this is 
the only mode of insinuation we have proved by a multitude of 
arguments, in our Commentaries on the .” (Proclus,
Theol. Plat., Taylor, p. 7, Introd.) For Hermes, expounding the 
teaching of the Egyptian Mysteries, asserts in unmistakable terms 
that the human soul can never return to the body of an animal 
(Com. of Chalcidius on Timams, ed. Fabric., p. 350; but see my 
Plotinus, pp. 32 sqi).

T he Psychopom p.

The presiding deity of rebirth was Hermes, the psychopomp, 
or leader of souls. Thus Proclus ( . on First Alcibiades)
writes : “ Hermes governs the different herds of souls, and disperses 
the sleep and oblivion with which they are oppressed. He is like
wise the supplier of recollection, the end of which is a genuine 
intellectual apprehension of divine natures.” This is the “ eternal 
memory” or “ heart-memory” ; and thus Hermes is appropriately 
said to have given this boon to JEthalides as narrated above.

O f  L ib e r a t io n .
Finally Porphyry, in his Auxiliaries to the Perception of Intelli- 

gibles, admirably sets forth the mode of liberation from the cycle of 
rebirth as follows: “ That which nature binds, nature also dis
solves : and that which the soul binds, the soul likewise dissolves. 
Nature, indeed, bound the body to the soul; but the soul binds



herself to the body. Nature, therefore, liberates the body from 
the soul; but the soul liberates herself from the body. . . .
Hence there is a twofold death ; the oue, indeed, universally known, 
in which the body is liberated from the soul; but the other peculiar 
to philosophers [initiates], in which the soul is liberated from the 
body. Nor does the one entirely follow the other.”

This is further explained by Taylor , p. 162, n.)
who writes : “ Though the body, by the death which is universally 
known, may be loosened from the soul, yet while material passions 
and affections reside in the soul, the soul will continually verge to 
another body, and as long as this inclination continues, remain 
connected with body.”

Such is a very bare outline of the great doctrine of rebirth, on 
which many volumes could be written. I have only attempted to 
set down a few points, to show what were the views of the genuine 
philosophers and mystics of the ancient Orphic tradition, and how 
similar they are to the modern exposition of the tenet. Much more 
information could be added, but the subject would then have to be 
treated separately and not as merely subordinate to the general 
subject of Orphic theology.

C on clu sio n .

My task is done and my small skiff launched. That it is 
imperfect and unworthy of so precious a burden of ancient treasure, 
no one is better aware than myself. But such as it is, I commit it 
to the troubled sea of modern thought, hoping that a favourable 
current may carry it to some few who can value the freight at its 
true worth. In the construction of my skiff I have mainly com
bined the researches of I<obeck, who was a scholar and no mystic, 
with the writings of Taylor, who was half scholar, half mystic, 
and cemented all together with some information derived from
H. P. Blavatsky, who was a mystic and no scholar. I write as a 
man convinced that the Mysteries have not gone from the earth, 
but still exist and have their genuine adherents and initiators; in 
the fervent hope that some, at least, who read, will not be unmindful 
of the past, and with the certain knowledge that a few actually 
possess a full memory of that past which the many have, for a time, 
forgotten, G. R, S. Mead,



B E R K E L E Y  A N D  T H E  O C C U L T  P H IL O S O P H Y .

T h e r e  is a useful work to be done by some earnest and devoted 
student in the reviewing of the great philosophical systems of the 
world by the light of the body of thought and knowledge which we 
recognize as Theosophy. Theosophy, in one of its aspects, is like a 
focus at which converge rays of thought from many directions. It 
finds fundamental unifying truth, identical in essence though vary
ing in expression, underlying all the great religions of the world ; 
and similarly, the speculations and reasonings of the great ethical 
and metaphysical thinkers are worthy of special study from this one 
central aspect. Theosophy can take from them all, learn from them 
all, and at the same time illuminate them all from its own resources. 
A theosophical history of philosophy would, if well and carefully 
written, be a work of the greatest value. Will such a book ever be 
written ? The opportunity is open.

T his article is not part of any such scheme, though if it have 
any value at all it may suggest to other students the advisability of 
treating other philosophies in a similar manner. The writings of 
Locke, Hume and Berkeley— not to go beyond our own English 
philosophers— may be applied to the service of Theosophical students 
with very great advantage. Where their arguments strengthen the 
Theosophical hypotheses, what they say may be given with all the 
weight of the authority of reputable names in philosophy; and 
where they are antipathetic they are even more worthy of careful 
regard, because no one knows his own case well until he has 
mastered the best that is said against it.

Berkeley’s position in literature and philosophy is particularly 
interesting. He is the author of an English classic, and the pro
pounder of a scheme of thought which revolutionized metaphysics 
and became the generant of a notable line of thinkers. Yet the only 
work by which he is generally known, and which contains the 
whole sum of what is popularly called the Berkeleyan philosophy,



is but a fragment of less than 150 pages, or 182 paragraphs, inclu
sive of the Introduction ; this, indeed, being not a mere preface, but 
a reasoned exposition of a view of abstract ideas, essential to the 
argument of the main work. The Principles of Human Knowledge 
is one of the great books of the language. Sir John Lubbock, in 
his choice catalogue of classics, includes it among the “  best hundred 
books.” Its very smallness is one of the qualities of its greatness. 
It is compact without being scanty, and closely reasoned whilst 
never sacrificing lucidity to compression. There is not an unneces
sary sentence in it, nor one that could with advantage be expanded. 
Its periods are models of style, and as an example of the selection of 
forms of words to express niceties of thought about subtle things, 
English literature probably has nothing to show that can be said to 
be superior to it. Even were it not important as a philosophical 
treatise, criticism would mark the Principles o f Human Knmol edge 
as distinguished for its purely literary virtues.

But though this much in praise of Berkeley may be gratefully 
conceded, yet some of his modern admirers claim for him an origi
nality which fuller knowledge does not justify. Dr. Collyns Simon, 
in the introduction to his edition of the , speaks of the
“ great fact of nature discovered by Berkeley through all the vast 
entanglements of the physics and metaphysics of his day,” as being 
“ simply and singly the proposition that matter is a phenomenon, a 
thing manifest in sense, not inferred, not a thing rendered probable, 
or possible, or necessary, by what we thus find manifest in sense.” 
Professor Campbell Fraser— surely the most devoted editor a philo
sopher ever had— also uses this word “ discovery ” concerning 
Berkeley’s proposition.

But in truth, Berkeley no more discovered this fact in nature 
than, to quote another popular error, Darwin “ discovered ” the fact 
of evolution. It was, indeed, new to his day and generation. It 
burst into being with all the audacity and freshness of a newly-born 
child of thought. But ideas, like individuals, would seem to live, 
die, remain in a Devachan of temporary oblivion, and then re-incar
nate into the world of mind. How many of the notions that are 
supposed to tingle with modernity and literally smell of wet paint 
are simply old truths revived ? The oldest truths, indeed, are still 
the most novel, and the newest but the old ones re-stated.



Berkeley was, as pointed out in a footnote to the Secret Doctrine* 
“  no better than the pale copyist of antiquity.” The justification for 
this remark is afforded on the same page, where quotations are 
given from the Anugita,, in which Mind, personified, is made to say: 

“ The rose smells not without me, the eye does not take in 
colour, etc., etc., I am the eternal chief among all the elements— />., 
senses. Without me, the senses never shine, like an empty dwelling, 
or like fires the flames of which are extinct. Without me, all beings, 
like fuel half dried and half moist, fail to apprehend qualities or 
objects, even with the senses exerting themselves.”

What does this passage do but state in the language of poetry, 
in which the metaphysics of Eastern literature are usually invested 
as with a silken robe, what Berkeley expresses in cold prose when 
he writes that “ neither our thoughts nor passions nor ideas formed 
by the imagination, exist without the mind.” And he proceeds, in 
the same strain: “ there was an odour, that is, it was smelled; 
there was a sound, that is to say it was heard ; a colour or figure, 
and it was perceived by sight or touch. That is all I can understand 
by these and the like expressions. For as to what is said of the 
absolute existence of unthinking things, without any relation to 
their being perceived, that seems perfectly unintelligible. Their 
esse is per dpi, nor is it possible they should have any existence out 
o f the minds of thinking things which perceive them.”

The identity of the essential features of the Eerkeleyan philo
sophy with the ancient Eastern inetaphysic is even clearer from the 
account given by Professor Max Miillert of the two schools which 
have claimed to be the true interpreters of the Vedanta, that of 
Sharikara, and that of Ramanuja. Both agree “ that whatever is 
true in this unreal world is Brahman,” the highest self— the “ self 
of the universe and the self of the soul.” “ Without Brahman, 
even this unreal world would be impossible ; or, as we should say, 
there would be nothing phenomenal unless there was something 
noumenal.” What is this but pure Berkeleyanism, as expressed in 
this noble passage in the Principles “ Some truths there are so 
near and obvious to the mind that a man need only open his eyes 
to see them. Such I take this important one to be, to wit, that all

* S e c r e t Doctrine, Vol. I. p. 96 (edition o f 1888).
f P s y c h o lo g ic a l R e lig io n , p.314.
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the choir of heaven and furniture of the earth, in a word all those 
bodies which compose the mighty frame of the world, have not any 
subsistence without a mind, that their — esse— is to be perceived
or known; that consequently so long as they are not actually per
ceived by me, or do not exist in my mind or that of any other 
spirit, they must either have no existence at all, or else subsist in the 

mind of some eternal spirit ;it being perfectly unintelligible and 
involving all the absurdity of abstraction, to attribute to any single 
part of them an existence independent of a spirit.”

We do well to be jealous for the greatness of the old philo
sophies, in which all that is best in the newest thought may be found 
to be rooted. Our admiration for the moderns is not lessened by an 
understanding of the extent to which they are indebted to, or in 
harmony with, the ancients. Nor is it merely arcliaeologicallv 
interesting to find the philosophy of a writer like Berkeley asserting 
that which was asserted in the Upanishads that have been sacred in 
India for millennia. It is a little startling at first; but the effect is, 
or should be, that while gratefully availing ourselves of the adapta
bility of the newer writers to newer needs, we are sent back to the 
founts of wisdom and understanding which have flowed pure and 
undefiled for ages. The circumspection and calm building up of 
the logical structure of the argument, such as mark the work of 
a writer like Berkeley, appeal to the modern mind perhaps more 
powerfully than the simple directness or the poetical symbolism of 
the old books. Old diamonds are often the better for new settings, 
according to the exigencies they are required to meet. Every age 
requires the old truths to be stated to it differently. And, fortu
nately, truth is not copyright. To plagiarize from it is not a legal 
offence. Anyone may publish it at will. The pity is that so few 
are inclined to do so.

The distinguishing merit of Berkeley’s argument in the Prin
ciples of Human Knowledge, that which raises it above the work 
of the group of metaphysicians who preceded and followed him— 
the former of whom he endeavoured to set right, and the latter of 
whom founded their thought on criticisms of his contentions— is 
that it makes the materialistic standpoint simply untenable. Those 
who have endeavoured to answer him have usually started by mis
understanding him. This is a method from which those who adopt



it derive a measure of complacent satisfaction relative to the extent 
of their misconception and the emphasis of their utterance. Dr. 
Johnson, with his blunt dogmatism, imagined that he had knocked 
the bottom out of Berkeley’s philosophical tub when he suggested 
that if the author of the Principles would kick a stone he would at 
once be convinced of the reality of matter. But Berkeley never dis
puted or doubted this reality. On the contrary, he says: “ I do 
not argue against the existence of any one thing that we can 
apprehend, either by sensation or reflection.” To the objection that 
his argument for the dependence of matter upon mind takes away 
all corporeal substance, he replies: “ To this my answer is that if 
the word substance be taken in the vulgar sense, for a combination 
of sensible qualities, such as extension, solidity, weight, etc., this 
we cannot be accused of taking away; but if it be taken in the 
philosophic sense, for the support of accidents or qualities without 
the mind, then, indeed, I acknowledge that we take it away, if one 
may be said to take away that which never had any existence, not 
even in the imagination.” (The latter phrase, “ even in the imagi
nation,” as G. H. Lewes remarks,* “ is not well said.” “ That 
substance was imagined to exist, as a support of accidents, Berkeley’s 
argument supposes: it is against such an imaginary existence that 
he directs his attacks. Perhaps he means that no image of sub
stance could be formed in the mind; which no one disputes.”)

What can materialism have to say in opposition to the simple 
but comprehensive thesis of Berkeley ? See what it amounts to. 
That all our knowledge comes to us through the mind ; without the 
mind we should know nothing, and nothing would have any exist
ence for us ; therefore, the whole universe has no existence apart 
from mind. It is self-evident, and it is unanswerable. Professor 
H uxleyt conceives that “ this reasoning is irrefragable, and there
fore, if I were obliged to choose between absolute materialism and 
absolute idealism, I should feel compelled to accept the latter alter
native.” You cannot found a satisfactory philosophy of life on the 
self-sufficiency of the material world of phenomena, representing 
this as all that we know or can know, when it is shown that we

* Biographical History o f Philosophy, footnote to chapter on “ Berkeley and 
Common Sense.”

+ Metaphysics o f Sensation, edition 1894, P- 279.



cannot know anything whatever apart from that soul or self in us 
which is not material at all.

So far as the argument of his best-known book is concerned, 
Berkeley does not settle the whole problem of mind and phenomena. 
In the Priiiciples of Human Knowledge, he does but make plain the
dependability of the very recognition of the material world upon 
mind. It is a tremendous gain to start away on the metaphysical 
pilgrimage with this compass in hand. But the subject is as yet by 
no means exhausted.

At present we understand (i) that the material world is real; 
but (2) that its reality is only recognized through mind or spirit. 
Now we want to know more of the nature of matter, and its relation 
to spirit. Are they two separate, distinct, and irreconcilable ele
ments in nature? or are they simply the polarities of one substance? 
or is matter but the sensible interpretation and outward expression 
of spirit ?

It is in trying to obtain an answer to this problem from the 
works of Berkeley, that one discovers how his views ripened with 
his years. When he wrote the Principles he was a young man of 
twenty-seven. “ We are none of us infallible, not even the youngest 
of us,” once remarked the late Lord Bowen ; and we are none of us 
omniscient either. An immense widening of the intellectual range 
is apparent between the Principles of Human and the
philosophical ideas expressed in Twenty-four years had
passed between the issue of the two books. Berkeley had been 
Bishop of Cloyne, had travelled, and had read and reflected much 
in the meantime. A spirit less insistent pervades the later work. 
Its literary style is richer, and its philosophic temper is finer. There 
is an absence of that element which Professor Huxley calls “ cock
sureness.” Sirissuggests rather than enforces. Scholarship is 
brought to the aid of deep thinking, and the result is a noble and 
stimulating piece of philosophical literature.

Had the book of the young logician of twenty-seven been com
pleted by the ripe scholar of fifty-one, we should have had in the 
second part an exposition of a conception of matter identical with 
that upon which the philosophy of occultism is based. We are 
warranted in saying that much from what we find in Siris. What 
is that conception ? It is stated by H. P. Blavatsky* in these terms: 

♦  Secret Docthue,Vol. I. p. 274.



“ Everything in the universe, throughout all its kingdoms, is con
scious :i.e.y endowed with a consciousness of its own kind and on 
its own plane of perception. We men must remember that because 
we do not perceive any signs— which we can recognize— of con
sciousness, say in stones, we have 110 right to say that no conscious
ness exists there. There is no such thing as either dead, or blind 
matter, as there is no blind or unconscious Law. These find no 
place among the conceptions of occult philosophy. The latter never 
stops at surface appearances, and for it the noumenal essences 
have more reality than their objective counterparts: it resembles 
therein the mediaeval Nominalists, for whom it was the universals 
that were the realities, and the particulars which existed oqly in 
name and human fancy.”

It was towards this conception of the universe that the thought 
of Berkeley gravitated in his later years. Professor Campbell Fraser 
notices his “ growing inclination towards Platonism, in its Neo
platonic mystical form.” In the Principles he had cleared the way for 
a proper philosophical conception of the world of phenomena. In 
Sir is he becomes constructive, and, with a luxuriance of erudition 
which makes the essay a delight to the reader, he propounds a view 
of thought and of things that was necessary to make his system 
complete.

He finds throughout nature an universally diffused principle, 
intelligent and self-sustained. “ The hidden force that unites, 
adjusts, and causes all things to hang together and move in harmony 
— which Orpheus and Empedocles styled love— this principle of 
union is no blind principle, but acts with intellect. This divine 
love and intellect are not themselves obvious to our view, or other
wise discerned than in their effects. Intellect enlightens, love 
connects, and the sovereign good attracts all things.” “ All things 
are made for the supreme good, all things tend to that end.”

The Pythagoreans and Platonists, Berkeley considered, had a 
notion of “ the true system of the world.” “ They allowed of 
mechanical principles, but actuated by soul or mind; they distin
guished the primary qualities in bodies from the secondary, making 
the former to be physical causes, and they understood physical 
causes in a right sense: they saw that a mind infinite in power, 
unextended, invisible, immortal, governed, connected and contained



all things: they saw that there was no such thing as real, absolute 
space ; that mind, soul, or spirit truly and really exists : that bodies 
exist only in a secondary and dependent sense, that the soul is the 
place of forms : that the sensible qualities are to be regarded as acts 
only in the cause, and as passions in u s : they actually considered 
the differences of intellect, rational soul, and sensitive soul, with 
their distinct acts of intellection, reasoning, and sensation: points 
wherein the Cartesians and their followers, who consider sensation 
as a mode of thinking, seem to have failed. They knew there was 
a subtle aether pervading the whole mass of corporeal beings, and 
which was itself actually moved and directed by a mind : and that 
physical causes were only instruments, or rather marks and signs.”

This paragraph is especially worthy of careful study, as show
ing what Berkeley had come to regard as the true philosophy of the 
universe. Here we have set forth a clear conception of the astral 
world, as separate from the physical and spiritual worlds. The 
whole Theosophical metaphysic is, in fact, summarized here with 
tolerable exactness and admirable succinctness.

Yet again, in passages full of interest for the Theosophical 
student, does Berkeley insist on the unity of nature, and the invari
able operation of Law in all things. The idea of blind fate or 
blind chance being at the root of happenings seems to him to be 
unintelligible. “ Such is the mutual relation, connection, motion 
and sympathy of the parts of this world, that they seem as it were 
animated and held together by one soul.” He quotes with an evident 
sense of its value, the “ opinion of remote antiquity that the world 
was an animal.” “ This opinion was so general and current among 
the Greeks, that Plutarch asserts all others held the world to be an 
animal, and governed by providence, except Leucippus, Democritus, 
and Epicurus. And although an animal containing all bodies within 
itself could not be touched or sensibly affected from without, yet it 
is plain they attributed to it au inward sense and feeling, as well as 
appetites and aversions: and that from all the various tones, actions 
and passions of the universe, they suppose one symphony, one animal 
act and life to result.”

And again he writes: “ Jamblichus declares the world to be 
one animal, in which the parts, however distant from each other, 
are nevertheless related and connected by one common nature. And



lie teacheth, what is also a received notion of the Pythagoreans and 
Platonists, that there is no chasm in nature, but a chain or scale of 
beings, rising by gentle, uninterrupted gradations from the lowest 
to the highest, each nature being informed and perfected by the 
participation of a higher.” This, surely, is a statement of what may 
be called the Tlieosophical view of evolution, or of the evolutionary 
stages, which it is well worth bearing in mind.

One more passage may finish this review of Berkeley’s later 
philosophy. It is a necessary passage, because it brings the doctrine 
to its logical and true consummation. His beloved Platonists, Stoics, 
and Pythagoreans, he says, found “ a life infused throughout all 
things,” “ producing and forming within, as art doth without.” By 
virtue of this life the great masses are held together in their orderly 
courses, as well as the minutest particles governed in their natural 
motions, according to the several laws of attraction, gravity, electri
city, magnetism, and the rest. It is this which gives instincts, which 
teaches the spider her web, and the bee her honey. This it is that 
directs the roots of plants to draw forth juices from the earth, and 
the leaves and corticle vessels to separate and attract such particles 
of air and elementary fire as suit their respective natures.”

This sublime conception, enchanting to the imagination, and 
at the same time satisfying to the mind, an inspiration to the poet 
and a key to the philosopher, sufficient alike for the man of science 
and the spiritual aspirant, invests life with added dignity and the 
world with a new beauty. For those who realize it, that which is 
called matter is not a lifeless mass of inert atoms, but eternally vital 
and conscious, bound together by living forces, directed by intelli
gence, each particle the outward and palpable expression of the one 
spiritual presence that dominates the universe. The cloud that 
caps the mountain top and catches the gilding gleams of the morn
ing sun as it rises upon an awakening world, the crags and boulders 
that make the slope rugged and give grandeur to the mass— these, as 
well as the leaves of the trees and the green blades of the grass in the 
valley, and the myriad forms of animal and insect life that buzz and 
stir around, are really alive, each acting in its own way on its own 
plane, to one end, with one purpose, and infused through and 
through with one quickening spirit. Could there be a more en
nobling aspect? Could there be a truer one? The poets, with their



quick perception of truth flashing across their brains while yet it 
fails to stir minds less acute to inspirations from the divine mind, 
have frequently given exquisite expression to this idea. Shelley 
does so in “ Queen Mab ” :

How strange is human pride!
I tell thee that those living things,
To whom the fragile blade of grass 

That springeth in the morn 
And perisheth ere noon 
Is an unbounded world;

I tell thee that those viewless beings 
Whose mansion is the smallest particle 

Of the impassive atmosphere,
Think, feel, and live like man ;

That their affections and antipathies,
Like his, produce the laws 
Ruling their moral state ;
And the minutest throb 

That through their frames diffuses 
The slightest, faintest motion,
Is fixed and indispensable 
As the majestic laws 
That rule yon rolling orbs.

Those who find a difficulty in thinking out the idea of the true 
relation of spirit and matter embodied in this conception, will pro
bably be helped by a very apropos parallel worked out in an essay 
by Emma Marie Caillard, in the Contemporary for Septem
ber, 1894. The writer takes an example which she rightly describes 
as “ at once close and extraordinarily suggestive ”— that of thought 
and language. Matter is a real thing, she says, just as language is 
a real th in g; but we could not have had language without thought, 
and in the same manner it is contended that we could not have had 
matter without spirit, or the imminent reason, of which it is the 
expression. “ Language is the mode in which thought takes shape, 
its way of becoming known to itself, and therefore language is 
evidently dependent upon thought for its existence, but their re
lationship is a far more intimate one than that of cause and effect.” 
Arguing from this ingenious analogy, the writer of the essay arrives 
at the conclusion “ that spiritual life is universal, and that to 
human intelligence it is universally manifested through matter; 
only that as we descend in the scale from man to animal, from 
animal to plant, from plant to crystal, we observe it diminish in 
power, activity and intensity, until when we reach the inorganic 
stage of matter we find an enormous difference in the spiritual life, 
as in its material expression.”



Studies of this kind may not be popular, but nevertheless they 
repay labour. A proper understanding of these matters is essential 
to a true grasp of religious and philosophical truth and scientific 
knowledge. And, as Berkeley beautifully says: “ The eye, by long 
use, comes to see even in the darkest cavern : and there is no subject 
so obscure but we may discern some glimpse of truth by long poring 
on it. Truth is the cry of all and the game of a few. Certainly, 
where it is the chief passion, it doth not give way to vulgar cares 
and views: nor is it contented with a little ardour in the early time 
of life ; active, perhaps, to pursue, but not so fit to weigh and revise. 
He that would make a real progress in knowledge must dedicate 
his age as well as youth, the later growth as well as first fruits, at 
the altar of truth.”

E rn e st  S co tt .



M A N  A N D  H IS  B O D IE S .

{Continuedfrom p. 20.)

III.— T he M ind Bo d ie s .

W e have already studied at some length the physical and 
astral bodies of man. We have studied the physical both in its 
visible and invisible parts, working on the physical plane; we have 
followed the various lines of its activities, have analyzed the nature 
of its growth, and have dwelt upon its gradual purification. Then 
we have considered the astral body in a similar fashion, tracing its 
growth and functions, dealing with the phenomena connected with 
its manifestation on the astral plane, and also with its purification. 
Thus we have gained some idea of human activity on two out of 
the seven great planes of our universe. Having done so, we can 
now pass on to the third great plane, the mind-world ; when we 
have learned something of this we shall have under our eyes the 
physical, the astral, and the mental worlds— our globe and the two 
spheres surrounding it— as a triple region, wherein man is active 
during his earthly incarnations and wherein he dwells also during 
the periods which intervene between the death that closes one earth- 
life and the birth which opens another. These three concentric 
spheres are man’s school-house and kingdom : in them he works 
out his development, in them his evolutionary pilgrimage; beyond 
them he may not consciously pass until the gateway of initiation 
has opened before him, for out of these three worlds there is no 
other way.

This third region that I have called the mind-world includes 
that which is familiar to Theosophists under the name of Devachan 
or Devaloka, the land of the gods, the happy or blessed land, as 
some translate it. It bears that name because of its nature and 
condition, nothing interfering with that world which may cause 
pain or sorrow; Devachan is essentially the world of the mind— of



the mind set free from astral and physical limitations, and it is 
therefore a world into which, though it is of course still imperfect, 
evil in its positive aspects cannot penetrate.

A preliminary word of explanation regarding this region as a 
whole is necessary in order to avoid confusion. While, like the 
other regions, it is subdivided into seven sub-planes, it has the 
peculiarity that these seven are grouped into two sets— a three and 
a four. The three upper sub-planes are technically called arupa, 
or without body, owing to their extreme subtlety, while the four 
lower are called rupa, or with body. Man has two vehicles of con
sciousness, consequently, in which he functions on this plane, to 
both of which the term mind-body is applicable. The lower ot 
these, the one with which we shall first deal, may however be 
allowed to usurp the exclusive use of the name until a better one 
be found for i t ; for the higher one is known as the causal body, for 
reasons which will become clear further on. Students will be 
familiar with the distinction between the Higher and Lower Manas; 
the causal body is that of the Higher Manas, the permanent body 
of the Ego, or man, lasting from life to life; the mind-body is that 
of the Lower Manas, lasting after death and passing into Devachan, 
but disintegrating when the life on the rupa levels of Devachan is 
over.

(a) The Mind-Body.— This vehicle of consciousness belongs to, 
and is formed of the matter of, the four lower levels of Devachan. 
While it is especially the vehicle of consciousness for that part of 
the mental plane, it works upon and through the astral and 
physical bodies in all the manifestations that we call those of the 
mind in our ordinary waking consciousness. In the undeveloped 
man, indeed, it cannot function separately on its own plane as an 
independent vehicle of consciousness during his earthly life, and 
when such a mail exercises his mental faculties, they must clothe 
themselves in astral and physical matter ere he can become con
scious of their activity. The mind-body is the vehicle of the Ego, 
the Thinker, for all his reasoning work, but during his early life it 
is feebly organized and somewhat inchoate and helpless, like the 
astral body of the undeveloped man.

The matter of which the mind-body is composed is of an 
exceedingly rare and subtle kind. We have already seen that



astral matter is much less dense than even the ether of the physical 
plane, and we have now to enlarge our conceptions of matter still 
further, and to extend it to include the idea of a substance invisible 
to astral sight as well as to physical, far too subtle to be perceived 
even by the “ inner ” senses of man. This matter belongs to the fifth 
plane counting downwards, or the third plane counting upwards, of 
our universe, and in this matter the Self manifests as mind, as in the 
next below it (the astral) it manifests as sensation. There is one 
marked peculiarity about the mind-body, as its outer part shows itself 
in the human aura; it grows, increases in size and in activity, 
incarnation after incarnation, with the growth and development of 
the man himself. This peculiarity is one to which so far we are 
not accustomed. A physical body is built incarnation after incar
nation, varying according to nationality and sex, but we think of it 
as very much the same in size since Atlantean days. In the astral 
body we found growth in organization as the man progressed. 
But the mind-body literally grows in size with the advancing 
evolution of the man. If we look at a very undeveloped person, 
we shall find that the mind-body is even difficult to distinguish—  
that it is so little evolved that some care is necessary to see it at all. 
Looking then at a more advanced man, one who is not spiritual, 
but who has developed the faculties of the mind, who has trained 
and developed the intellect, we shall find that the mind-body is 
acquiring a very definite development, and that it has an organiza
tion that can be recognized as a vehicle of activity; it is a clear 
and definitely outlined object, fine in material and beautiful in 
colour, continually vibrating with enormous activity, full of life, 
full of vigour, the expression of the mind in the world of the 
mind.

As regards its nature, then, made of this subtle matter; as 
regards its functions, the immediate vehicle in which the Self 
manifests as intellect; as regards its growth, growing life after life 
in proportion to the intellectual development, becoming also more 
and more definitely organized as the attributes and the qualities of 
the mind become more and more clearly marked. It does not, like 
the astral body, become a distinct representation of the man in form 
and feature, when it is working in connection with the astral and 
physical bodies ; it is oval— egg-like— in outline, interpenetrating of



course the physical and astral bodies, and surrounding them with 
a radiant atmosphere as itdevelopes— becoming, as I said, larger and 
larger as the intellectual growth increases. Needless to say, this 
egg-like form becomes a very beautiful and glorious object as 
the man developes the higher capacities of the mind; it is not 
visible to astral sight, but is clearly seen by the higher vision 
which belongs to the devachanic plane, the world of mind. Just 
as an ordinary man living in the physical world sees nothing of 
the astral world— though surrounded by it— until the astral senses 
are opened, so a man in whom only the physical and astral senses 
are active will see nothing of the mind-world or of forms composed 
of its matter, unless the devachanic senses be opened, albeit 
Devaclian surrounds us on every side.

These keener senses, the senses which belong to the mind- 
world, differ very much from the senses with which we are familiar 
here. The very word “ senses ” in fact is a misnomer, for we ought 
rather to say the devachanic “ sense.” The mind comes into con
tact with the things of its own world as it were directly over its 
whole surface. There are no distinct organs for sight, hearing, 
touch, taste and sm ell; all the vibrations which we should here 
receive through separate sense-organs, in that region give rise to 
all these characteristics at once when they come into touch with 
the mind. The mind-body receives them all at one and the same 
time, and is at it were conscious all over of everything which is able 
to impress it at all.

It is not easy to convey in words any clear idea of the way this 
sense receives an aggregate of impressions without confusion, but it 
may perhaps be best described by saying that if a trained student 
passes into that region, and there communicates with another 
student, the mind in speaking speaks at once by colour, sound and 
form, so that the complete thought is conveyed as a coloured and 
musical picture instead of only a fragment of it being shown, as is 
done here by the symbols we call words. Some readers may have 
heard of ancient books written by great initiates in colour-language, 
the language of the Gods ; that language is known to many chelas 
and is taken, so far as form and colour are concerned, from the 
devachanic “ speech,” in which the vibrations from a single thought 
give rise tojorm, to colour and to sound. It is not that the mind



thinks a colour, or thinks a sound, or thinks a form; it thinks a 
thought, a complex vibration in subtle matter, and that thought 
expresses itself in all these ways by the vibrations set up. The 
matter of the mind-world is constantly being thrown into vibrations 
which give birth to these colours, to these sounds, to these forms; 
and if a man be functioning in the mind-body apart from the astral 
and the physical, he finds himself entirely freed from the limitations 
of their sense-organs, receptive at every point to every vibration that 
in the lower world would present itself as separate and different 
from its fellows.

When, however, a man is thinking in his waking consciousness 
and is working through his astral and physical bodies, then the 
thought has its producer in the mind-body and passes out, first to 
the astral and then to the physical; when we think, we are thinking 
by our jnind-body— that is, the agent of thought, the consciousness 
which expresses itself as “ I.” The “ I ” is illusory, but it is the 
only “ I ” known to the majority of us. When we were dealing 
with the consciousness of the physical body, we found that the man 
himself was not conscious of all that was going on in the physical 
body itself, that its activities were partially independent of him, 
that he was not able to think as the tiny separate cells were think
ing, that he did not really share that consciousness of the body as 
a whole. But when we come to the mind-body we come to a region 
so closely identified with the man that it seems to be him self; 
“ I think,” “ I know”— can we go behind that? The mind is the 
self in the mind-body, and it is that which for most of us seems 
the goal of our search after the self. But this is only true if we 
are confined to the waking consciousness. Anyone who has learned 
that the waking consciousness, like the sensations of the astral 
body, is only a stage of our journey as we seek the self, and who 
has further learned to go beyond it, will be aware that this in its 
turn is but an instrument of the real man. Most of us, how
ever, as I say, do not separate, cannot separate in thought, the man 
from his mind-body, which seems to them to be his highest expres
sion, his highest vehicle, the highest self they can in any way 
touch or realize. This is the more natural and inevitable in that 
the individual, the man, at this stage of evolution, is beginning to 
vivify this body and to bring it into pre-eminent activity. He has



vivified the physical body as a vehicle of consciousness in the past, 
and is using it in the present as a matter of course. He is vivifying 
the astral body in the backward members of the race, but in very 
large numbers this work is at least partially accomplished; in this 
Fifth Race he is working at the inind-body, and the special work 
on which humanity should now be engaged is the building, the 
evolution of this body.

We are then much concerned to understand how the mind- 
body is built and how it grows. It grows by thought. Our 
thoughts are the materials we build into this mind- body; by the 
exercise of our mental faculties, by the development of our artistic 
powers, our higher emotions, we are literally building the mind- 
body day by day, each month and year of our lives. If you are not 
exercising your mental abilities, if so far as your thoughts are 
concerned you are a receptacle and not a creator; if you are con
stantly accepting from outside instead of forming from within; if 
as you go through life the thoughts of other people are crowding 
into your m ind; if this be all you know of thought and of think
ing, then, life after life, your inind-body cannot grow ; life after life 
you come back very much as you went out; life after life you 
remain as an undeveloped individual. For it is only by the exer
cise of the mind itself, using its faculties creatively, exercising 
them, working with them, constantly exerting them— it is only by 
these means that the mind-body can develope, and that the truly 
human evolution can proceed.

The very moment you begin to realize this, you will probably 
try to change the general attitude of your consciousness in daily 
life ; you will begin to watch its working; and as soon as you do 
this you will notice that, as just said, a great deal of your thinking 
is not your thinking at all, but the mere reception of the thoughts 
of other people: thoughts that come you do not know h ow ; 
thoughts that arrive you do not know whence ; thoughts that take 
themselves off again you do not know whither; and you will begin 
to feel, probably with some distress and disappointment, that 
instead of the mind being highly evolved, it is little more than a 
place through which thoughts are passing. Try yourself, and see 
how much of the content of your consciousness is your own, and 
how much of it consists merely of contributions from outside. Stop



yourself suddenly now and then during the day, and see what you 
are thinking about, and on such a sudden checking you will 
probably either find that you are thinking about nothing— a very 
common experience— or that you are thinking so vaguely that a 
very slight impression is made upon anything you can venture to 
call your mind. When you have tried this a good many times, and 
by the very trying have become more self-conscious than you were, 
then begin to notice the thoughts you find in your mind, and see 
what difference there is between their condition when they came 
into the mind and their condition when they go out of it— what you 
have added to them during their stay with you. In this way your 
mind will become really active and will be exercising its creative 
powers, and if you be wise, you will follow some such process as 
this: first, you will choose the thoughts that you will allow to 
remain in the mind at a ll; whenever you find in the mind a thought 
that is good, you will dwell upon it, nourish it, strengthen it, try to 
put into it more than it had at first, and send it out as a beneficent 
agent into the astral world; when you find in the mind a thought 
that is evil, you will turn it out with all imaginable promptitude. 
Presently you will find that as you welcome into your mind all 
thoughts that are good and useful, and refuse to entertain thoughts 
which are evil, this result will appear: that more and more good 
thoughts will flow into your mind from without, and fewer and 
fewer evil thoughts will flow into it. The effect of making your 
mind full of good and useful thoughts will be that it will act as a 
magnet for all the similar thoughts that are around yo u ; as you 
refuse to give any sort of harbourage to evil thoughts, those that 
approach you will be thrown back by an automatic action of the 
mind itself. The mind-body will take on the characteristic of 
attracting all thoughts that are good from the surrounding atmos
phere, and repelling all thoughts that are evil, and it will work upon 
the good and make them more active, and so constantly gather a 
mass of mental material which will form its content and will grow 
richer every year. When the time comes when the man shall shake 
off the astral and physical bodies finally, passing into the mind 
world he will carry with him the whole of this gathered-up 
material; he will take with him the content of consciousness into 
the region to which it properly belongs, and he will use his



devachanic life in working up into faculties and powers the whole 
of the materials which it has stored.

At the end of the devachanic period the mind-body will hand 
on to the permanent causal body the characteristics thus fashioned, 
that they may be carried on into the next incarnation. These 
faculties, as the man returns, will clothe themselves in the matter of 
the rupa planes of the mind-world, forming the more highly 
organized and developed mind-body for the coining earth life, and 
they will show themselves through the astral and physical bodies 
as the “ innate faculties,” those with which the child comes into the 
world. During the present life we are gathering together materials 
in the way which I have sketched; during the devachanic life we work 
up these materials, changing them from separate efforts of thought 
into faculty of thought, into mental powers and activities. That is 
the immense change made during the devachanic life, and inas
much as it is limited by the use we are making of the earth-life, we 
shall do well to spare no efforts now. The mind-body of the next 
incarnation depends on the work we are doing in the mind-body of 
the present; here is then the immense importance to the evolution 
of the man of the use which he is now making of his mind-body; it 
limits his activities in Devachan, and by limiting those activities it 
limits the mental qualities with which he will return for his next 
life upon earth. We cannot isolate one life from another, nor 
miraculously create something out of nothing. Karma brings the 
harvest according to our sow ing; scanty or plentiful is the crop as 
the labourer gives seed and tillage.

The automatic action of the mind-body, spoken of above, may 
perhaps be better understood if we consider the nature of the 
materials on which it draws for its building. The Universal Mind, 
to which it is allied in its inmost nature, is the storehouse in its 
material aspect from which it draws these materials. They give 
rise to every' kind of vibration, varying in quality and in power 
according to the combinations made. The mind-body automatically 
draws to itself from the general storehouse matter that can main
tain the combinations already existing in it, for there is a constant 
changing of particles in the mind-body as in the physical, and the 
place of those which leave is taken by similar particles that come. If 
the man finds that he has evil tendencies and sets to work to change
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them, he sets up a new set of vibrations, and the mind-body, 
moulded to respond to the old ones, resists the new, and there is 
conflict and suffering. But gradually, as the older particles are 
thrown out and are replaced by others that answer to the new 
vibrations— being attracted from outside by their very power to 
respond to them—the mind-body changes its character, changes, in 
fact, its materials, and its vibrations become antagonistic to the 
evil and attractive to the good. Hence the extreme difficulty of the 
first efforts, met and combated by the old form-aspect of the mind; 
hence the increasing ease of right thinking as the old form changes, 
and finally, the spontaneity and the pleasure that accompany the 
new exercise.

Another way of helping the growth of the mind-body is the 
practice of concentration; that is, the fixing of the mind on a point 
and holding it there firmly, not allowing it to drift or wander. We 
should train ourselves in thinking steadily and consecutively, not 
allowing our minds to run suddenly from one thing to another, nor 
to fritter their eneigies away over a large number of insignificant 
thoughts. It is a good practice to follow a consecutive line o f 
reasoning, in which one thought grows naturally out of the thought 
that went before it, thus gradually developing in ourselves the in
tellectual qualities which make our thoughts sequential and therefore 
essentially rational; for when the mind thus works, thought following 
thought in definite and orderly succession, it is strengthening itself 
as an instrument of the Self for activity in the mind-world. This 
development of the power of thinking with concentration and 
sequence will show itself in a more clearly outlined and definite 
mind-body, in a rapidly increasing growth, in steadiness and balance, 
the efforts being well repaid by the progress which results from 
them.

A nnie B e sa n t .
(To be cont.)



A HOUSE OF DREAMS.

He and she were buried deep in their respective papers, adver
tisement side uppermost. They read on steadily, now and then 
saying a word or two to each other, or reading scraps from the 
paper.

“ Hullo, Beatrice, wide moors, good trout stream; that sounds 
promising-----

“ Jack, just listen, picturesque grounds, Thames at the end of 
the garden.”

“ Pretty damp for you, my dear.”
Another silence again. They were house-hunting.
The paper slipped at last from her lap, and she let it lie. He 

stooped instinctively to pick it up, but she stopped him.
“ Bother the paper, let it lie.”
He could not resist the obvious retort, “ My dear, the advertise- 

tisements do that already.”
She watched her husband as he went on reading, running an 

attentive finger down the list of houses, then as he neared the end 
stopping as if to consider matters.

“ Jack,” she said.
“ Yes, dear, w hat?” he laid the paper down.expectantly.
“  I think your hair is greyer than it was last week, and my 

clothes are hanging on me like a sack. This house-hunting is 
awful Work.”

“ It is,” he agreed, with a heavy sigh.
“ And yet we aren’t immoderate in our wants, are we? ”
“ Oh no, we only want perfection and a moderate rent.”
She laughed softly, “ I wish we could find my dream-house, 

Jack ! ”
“ By Jove, yes, that would be a find indeed; poor little woman, 

you must have had houses on the brain to dream as you did, 
though! ”



“ It was funny, wasn’t it? And it’s always the same house too.” 
“ Yes, very odd. I suppose you could draw it, couldn’t you ? ” 
“ If I could draw, yes. I could make a plan of that house 

almost, it is so clear. It’s my ideal house, you know, Jack.”
“ Of course it is, that’s why you dreamt about it.”
“ I’m not sure; it seems more real somehow than a house one 

builds in one’s own head for fun.”
He raised his eyebrows.
“ We must try to get as near to it in reality as we can. Let’s 

have the description once again then ; fire ahead ! ”
She leant forward in her chair and the firelight flickered on her 

face, showing the eager look in her eyes. It was a curious face, 
not pretty perhaps as far as features and colouring w ent; but alive, 
sensitive, spiritual. She moved her hand in front of her two or 
three times, as if to create an atmosphere.

“ I see that house,” she said slowly, “ standing in the middle of 
a big field, a bleak field, and the trees are bent a good deal by the 
wind. It is a red house with gables and tall twisted chimneys, and 
some of the windows have lattice panes and very deep embrasures; 
the ivy knocks against the panes, it wants cutting dreadfully. At 
one end there is a gilt weather-cock like a fish— I should like that 
taken dowii— and little dormer windows on the roof. The front 
door isn’t in the middle of the house; I should think it has been 
very much added to. The door is like a church door, and has such 
lovely hinges ! It swings very heavily when you open it, and then 
you see the h a ll: it is all oak, carved in the linen pattern we like 
so much ; and the staircase runs up one side and joins the gallery at 
the top. There is an oriel window at one end, and the top panes 
are filled with coloured glass— shields and things. There are five 
rooms opening out of the h all; I remember the billiard room best, 
I th in k; the drawing-room, I know, is all panelled and painted 
white, with raised white flowers and ribbons carved and painted, 
too. There’s a very odd window in the billiard-room, and I’m sure 
it must put the players off most dreadfully, it’s on one side of the 
fireplace; and there’s a door into the garden on the other side, and 
tapestry hangings— rather ugly ones, great big gods and goddesses, 
and peacocks, and they wave about in the draught. It’s a creepy 
house, but, oh, so nice ! ”



It all seemed intensely real to her, he noticed ; she absently 
drew plans with her finger on her knee, as if to make the place 
yet clearer to her.

“ And the garden has yew hedges, and a bowling green, and a 
fountain,” she went o n ; “ the fountain is a Triton, and when he 
blows on his shell the waters play. Ah,” with a sigh, “  I wish we 
could find that house, Jack, don’t you ? ”

“ We shan’t this side of Jordan, any way ; I wish we could, if 
for no other reason than to stop these dreams of yours. Don’t you 
find them just a bit monotonous by now? ”

“ You don’t understand, Jack ; I love that place. It makes me 
quite happy just to dream about it. I always feel as if something 
so lovely must be going to happen.”

“ Why, what could happen ? ”
“ I don’t know ; but I always feel as if something will, some 

day. Perhaps I shall dream that too.”
He laughed.
“ I shall have to have advice for you, young woman, if this 

goes on. How long have you dreamt of this wonderful house of 
yours ? ”

“  Oh, ages.”
“ That’s comfortably vague. How often ? ”
“ I hardly know ; I always seem to have been dreaming of it 

more or less.”
“ Pity you can’t dream the name of it as well.”
“ Yes,” she said, “ so I have often thought.”
Then they both laughed at themselves for making a serious 

discussion out of a dream.
It became a standard joke to ask each morning, “ How goes the 

house?” till both seemed to know it inside and out thoroughly, 
almost to the inventory of furniture in the principal rooms.

One morning as he was shaving he propounded the usual 
question, adding “ How are the attics furnished— we must have got 
there surely by now ? ” and waited for the answer. His wife came 
to the door of the dressing-room.

“ Jack,” she said, “ the dream has stopped.”
“ Stopped?” he turned to her razor in hand; “ finished with the 

poor old barn at last, have you? Well, I think it was about played



out. You must set to work and find another. Beatrice,” he called 
after her as she went back to her dressing-table, “ this time arrange 
the rent not over a hundred a year, will you ? ”

After breakfast that morning Beatrice proposed a bonfire of all 
the advertisements and letters about houses which did not suit—  
indeed it was necessary, as the writing table was a pile of papers. 
He looked each over carelessly, handing it to her to burn.

“ Bigger the name, smaller the place,” he observed, as she 
stuffed a huge bundle between the bars of the grate. “ Gad, what 
a weight those agents must have on their consciences! ”

“ Grimston Hall,” he read out, with a chuckle, “ remember that 
paradise ? Not a door or window in the house that fitted properly ! ”

Grimston Hall advertisement met a fitting end.
“ The Oaks, Beechholt, Vayner Park,” he read rapidly; 

“ sells everyone of them— here, burn them quickly. . . . Hullo,
what’s this? I never noticed this before:” beheld a letter in his 
hand, and read it through agaiu. She looked over his shoulder 
and read it too.

“ To be let or sold, Kerne Court,” and eight lines of descrip
tion which might or might not be truthful.

“ Moderate rental,” he said, marking it with his thumb ; “ like 
all the rest, I daresay; it only means twice what it’s worth; what 
shall we do— burn it, or what ? ”

Kerne isn’t very far from here, is it, Jack ?— we could do it in 
the day, I mean. And it says ‘ immediate possession ’— and I am 
so tired of rooms.”

“ Very well; just as you like. If you don’t mind starting off 
oil another wild goose chase I’m agreeable. Where’s the agent’s 
address?” He noted it down on paper, while she read the advertise
ment through again.

“ It may be a real find this time, Jack,” she said. “ I’m sure 
we’ve persevered enough.”

“ That we have,” he agreed. “ Now, if you’ll just move that 
other bundle of rubbish, I’ll drop the agent a line and ask for further 
particulars.”

“ Oh, don’t let us do that; it will only be an extra bother, and 
they will be expecting us and get the place tidy, and so on. Let’s 
just go and look it over, shan’t we ?”



“  Go to-day ?”
“ Yes. Why not? It’s so much nicer, and more unexpected. I 

like things done by chance, you know.”
“ Very w ell; hand me the Bradshaw and we’ll run down and 

have a look at it if trains fit in all right.”
Ten minutes’ study of the mysteries of Bradshaw showed that 

trains did fit, and not long afterwards they were on the way to 
Kerne Court.

The station was in a little irregularly built, old-world town, 
with cobble-paved streets and leaning timber houses.

The house-agent was easily found, and the necessary order for 
admission given.

“ Only gave him time to reel out half the advantages,” Jack 
said, triumphantly. “ I told him we liked to form unprejudiced 
opinions on most subjects, especially the sanitation of our future 
home.”

They drove to Kerne through the long steep lanes, white now 
with March dust. The country was new to them, and they looked 
about eagerly, pointing out to each other the beauties which specially 
appealed to them. After about half-an-hour Beatrice leant back in 
the carriage, her eyes absently wandering over the long lines of 
grass field and bare copses.

“ Tired, dear ? ” he asked.
She shook her head “ No, not tired ; only trying to remember 

something.”
A bend in the lane brought them to a standstill at some curious 

iron gates— high gates, with family arms in tarnished gold and faded 
colours at the top.

The gates gave entrance to a bare wind-swept piece of land, 
half park, half field, the road winding white among the dusty 
green.

Beatrice sat upright in the carriage, her eyes alight.
“ Jack— we’ve seen this place before ! ”
He remonstrated with her— in fact he said “ Rubbish.”
“ It isn’t rubbish,” she insisted. “ I know the place quite well, 

I tell you. We shall find the house in a dip in the ground----- .”
“ Of course, to get shelter from the winds. They blow fairly 

strong up here.”



In the dip, or shallow depression, they found the house, red, 
ivy-grown, picturesque and old.

Beatrice eyed it with partial recognition, then her face cleared 
“ The weather-cock’s been moved,” she said with satisfaction.

“ Yes, mum,” said the flyman, “ Colonel Streatfield had it took 
down not long ago. It didn’t go rightly with the house, he said.”

The heavy oak door swung back on its hinges; they were in the 
oak-panelled, oak-roofed hall.

Simultaneously they turned to each other. Each recognized it 
now.

“ My dream-house,” Beatrice whispered softly. And Jack, in 
stupefaction, answered “ Yes.”

The caretaker received them courteously, but Jack noticed she 
seemed very much impressed by his wife, almost as if she recognized 
her, he thought. She deferred to her, and instead of leading the 
way with that calm proprietary manner common to caretakers, 
followed patiently where she chose to go.

“ This is the drawing-room I told you of, Jack,” Beatrice said, 
as she opened one of the narrow doors leading out of the h a ll; “ you 
remember what I said to you about the carved flowers and̂  ribbons, 
don’t you ? Aren’t those little cupids ducks ? What a room for a 
dance! ” She could hardly resist taking a few steps on the glassy 
polished floor. “ You’ve had heaps of dances here, haven’t you ? ” 
she added to the old woman.

“ Yes, ma’am, a many in the old days,” was the answer.
“ Now I want you to let me try to find iny way to the library 

and billiard room by myself. Don’t tell me if I’m going wrong.” 
Beatrice led the way across the hall with curious precision, opened 
a door without any hesitation, and went in.

The walls were hung with tapestry, in dingy reds and lemon 
yellows, with here and there a gigantic limb thrust into momentary 
prominence by the draught.

“ The billiard-room,” announced the caretaker. Beatrice 
nodded, looking round in recognition of the place. Suddenly 
she paused, looked puzzled, and demanded eagerly, “ Surely 
there used to be a window there, what have you done with it ? ” 
and she pointed to one side of the high old-fashioned fireplace.

“ Yes, ma’am, so there w as; but the Colonel thought the light



bad for the play, and had it blocked up lately. We’ve hung a 
picture up, you see, so it don’t show.”

“ And the door, the door into the garden ? ”
“ Oh yes, ma’am, that’s here still, only we’ve put a curtain up 

and a screen. The draughts were just awful, ma’am.”
“ I see. Do you know I seem to remember this place quite 

w ell?”
“ It’s some time since you were here, ma’am, isn’t it? I’ve been 

lodge-keeper here eight years, and haven’t seen you.”
Beatrice smiled.
“ Eight years, have you ?” she answered. “  Now, I want to 

see the library and picture gallery.”
They went out of the room together, and as they passed through 

the hall Beatrice whispered :
“ I believe she thinks I’m one of the family.”
The house was thoroughly explored, still with that certainty of 

knowledge and recognition of all parts. In the picture gallery the 
old woman drew Jack aside and pointed to a picture.

“ She does favour the family wonderful,” she said, and looked 
from the picture to Beatrice and back again. The portrait was one 
of a little girl and a lamb, one of Romney’s best, but the face 
was the face of Beatrice.

“ It ts a likeness,” Jack admitted, with an Englishman’s dislike 
of something he cannot quite grasp; he was very puzzled at it all. 
Beatrice came back from her explorations at the other end of the 
gallery, and almost laughed at his expression.

“ I don’t like it,” he said. “ I can’t make it out at all.”
“ Poor Jack! Shall I quote Hamlet for your benefit? I’ve 

found my house, and I’m rampantly happy; I feel so thoroughly at 
home here, too.”

“ We’ll hear about the ‘ moderate rent’ though, first. There’s 
the house-agent to interview again.”

“ But you won’t mind, will you, if  that’s all satisfactory. You 
don’t dislike the house?”

“ Dislike it ? No. I don’t understand about your dreaming of 
it, that’s all.”

“ That’s my fault, not the house’s. How happy I shall be if we 
do come and live here, though.”



They offered tribute to the caretaker and drove away, Beatrice 
often turning her head to catch a glimpse of the house before a bend 
in the road hid it from her sight.

“ I believe if we could get that house you’d settle down 
happily,” her husband said, rousing himself at last; “ it’s the 
queerest thing, though, dreaming so long about it, and then just a 
chance if we went to it at all.”

“ I feel as if we shall live there,” Beatrice answered; “ perhaps 
we aren’t meant to understand why I dreamt of it, or how it came 
about.”

“ I shall feel too jolly glad to get the whole thing settled to 
bother my head about it much,” Jack said, “ though I shall always 
call it a queer coincidence.”

Between talking and speculating the drive seemed quickly over, 
and they soon drew up at the house-agent’s.

“ Are you coming in to hear particulars?” Jack asked.
“ Oh yes, please; I feel a special interest, you know.”
They went into the little room with its big paper-strewn desk 

and hard, horse-hair covered chairs. The level sun through the 
wire blind of the window fell full on Beatrice, lighting up her hair 
to dusky gold. Jack noticed with some anger and surprise an 
involuntary start of recognition from the agent. They discussed 
preliminaries with some restraint, the agent’s eyes wandering to 
Beatrice as if half puzzled, half afraid.

“ Ninety pounds a year for a house that size!” Jack couldn’t 
help exclaiming; “ it seems absurd. What’s wrong with the 
place ? ”

“ Nothing actually wrong,” replied the agent somewhat con
strainedly; “ of course there are reasons. The place is undoubtedly 
to let far below its proper value, still the reasons— perhaps you may 
have heard of them, though?”

“ Haunted, I suppose you mean,” said Jack. “ Don’t mind 
speaking out, my wife is not afraid of ghosts.”

“ No, no, of course not, very rightly, too. Well, yes, the 
place is haunted. Doubtless, though, know all about that.” 
He emphasized the pronoun strongly.

“ Why me especially?” Jack asked annoyed.
For an instant the man hesitated, then spoke his thought.



“ Because there is the lady who haunts it,” and he pointed to 
Jack’s wife.

* * * * *

Jack and Beatrice took the house with some doubting and 
trepidation. They are now waiting for what is to come— the 
further unfolding of the dream.

Maryon  U r q u h a r t .

THE EDUCATION OF THE SEXES.

T he “ Watch-Tower” for January sounded a distinctly mourn
ful note. In it the writer states that we have among us to-day 
many an ego once clothed in the bodies belonging to the old races 
whose decadence was marked by just such vices as we witness at the 
present time, although these are no longer popular, and cannot be 
made so by any eloquence advocating the right of the individual as 
against the general good, and are slowly decreasing as the centuries 
roll on. Why they still afflict us, and why they afflicted the nations 
of the past, however, is no mystery. They can be traced now, as then, 
to the same twin causes— human selfishness and ignorance.

Nothing has ever inspired a greater depth of selfishness than 
the uncontrolled sexual instinct, and one of the first efforts made 
by men after they attained a sufficient degree of civilization to 
form a nation was to separate the sexes— the women of the race 
being deprived of almost every avenue towards a wider life, and 
regarded as sexual beings only, while the men, brutalized by this 
conception of their natural consort, and dominated by uncontrollable 
animal instincts, were trained in youth apart, and fought, and legis
lated, and laboured, divorced from all that womanhood truly 
represents. Even in the Greek and Roman days, when books were 
written which are still printed and circulated in our own time as 
containing many things of philosophical value as well as of historical 
interest, you may search in vain for chivalrous sentiments concerning 
women. They did not exist, and they are only struggling to be 
born amid much indifference and not a little hostility even in this 
our own day. The young Greek, for instance, had little association



with the young women of his time. He was educated, taught games, 
and trained to arms among other youths whose prowess, or gifts, or 
even personal beauty bounded the circle of his horizon. The books 
he read were men’s books, the dramas he beheld were devised and 
acted out by men alone. All the world over, the same causes have 
produced the same results; the same mis-education, the same igno
rance, and the same restricted sympathies, the same dangers and 
evils.

Seeing the unwholesome nature of the associations thus formed, 
Plato sought to bring Health to the souls of the youth of his native 
land by advocating that system of philosophy known by his name—  
affections exalted and purified by ideals of goodness and truth, which 
should gradually lead to individual development and a worship of 
the divine. In some respects his idea was a grand one, although 
we, as Theosophists, must decidedly differ from his belief that per
sonal enthusiasms can lead the soul to God. Still more delusive 
was this conception when women were excluded from inspiring and 
sharing in that higher life, and remained regarded as mere objects 
of passion. For although Plato in his Republic assigns more freedom 
to women than any other classic writer— in fact may be said to stand 
alone in thinking that they should possess any— his arguments are 
based on expediency rather than on the right of woman to be con
sidered as a soul instead of a producer of offspring. Hence Plato’s 
dream has never been realized except in the rarest instances, and 
even then not in the manner, nor owing to the causes, of which he 
had conceived.

Many a century has rolled by since the old Greek lived, and 
we find much the same system pursued in the education of youths 
now as then. The sons of the families of the wealthier classes in 
England, those who possess most social power and influence, are 
expelled from their homes before they enter their teens, are almost 
wholly deprived of the companionship and influence of women for 
years of their lives, and are herded together in schools that resemble 
huge clubs more than anything else, living solely under the guar
dianship of men, and receiving instruction in mind, manners and 
morals, from them alone. When the public school course is over, 
the system is pursued still further at the universities, and only a 
short time ago a letter appeared in a Eondon daily paper urgently



demanding that the universities should be preserved for men only, 
alluding in contemptuous terms to women and the unrecognized 
honours they have already won and advocating that they should 
still be debarred from reaping the fruits of their studies in the shape 
of degrees. This narrow and one-sexed method of life is still con* 
sidered by many to be “ manly,” and the youth is thrust into it while 
he is yet too ignorant to understand his own nature, the nature of 
woman, or his real duties. Is no responsibility to be attached to 
the nation which acquiesces in this ? I think there is, and that a 
process of education which breaks up home-life at the most impres
sionable age, and deprives boys and young men of the influences of 
which they are most in need, is of the destructive order, and calcu
lated to perpetuate old sores instead of opening a pathway towards 
genuine progress.

When men reach the plane of true spiritual life, sex becomes 
nothing, the entire forces of their natures are transmuted into psychic 
and spiritual energies, and whether they dwell in a monastery with 
or without equally purified women matters little. But until that 
plane is reached the laws of nature, continually violated by man, 
demand that men and women should be associated together. There 
is absolutely no argument against co-education properly carried out 
in connection with home-life and the daily superintendence of 
parents and instructors who are both men and women, except the 
antiquated idea that “ boys and girls must not be together.” Why 
they cannot share a class-room, why women cannot deliver lectures 
to boys as well as girls, and why schools with good methods of 
training and education cannot be established in all the towns in the 
British isles, no one knows except such as prefer that their sons 
should be sent off to the fashionable Eton or Harrow, and their 
daughters to Paris or Brighton, to learn more mischief sometimes 
in a few years than can be undone in a life-time.

Another reformation is also urgently demanded, in the selec
tion of educational literature of a pure kind. There is no need 
because young persons are to be brought up with a knowledge of 
the classic masterpieces, that the whole range of the literature of 
the past, filled as its pages often are with errors and obscenities, is 
to be handed over to them. Many of the old classic writers exhibit 
such serious blemishes in their works that they ought to be aban



doned as educational text-books, unless intellectual training is to 
include mental corruption. To this should be added instruction in 
the laws of health and physiology, and how to maintain a pure mind 
in a pure body, and the best and most invaluable advice on such 
matters can be given to young people without a word that need be 
objectionable from any point of view. Do the young ever meet 
with sensible training of this kind ? No ; instead of being aided to 
rise above the Karma of the past, they are hindered, and the old 
mud-holes are fallen into generation after generation without a 
helping hand from anyone, or a just aud dispassionate view of their 
case when critical issues are involved. A radical reformation in the 
training which takes place early in life would also tend to effect a 
change in the vitally important relation of marriage, which is at 
present disgraced by vices second to none that can be named, all the 
more difficult to attack because they are entrenched within the 
Chinese wall of a so-called “ sacred ” relationship, instituted for the 
perpetuation of the race of man. Each vice is linked to each, 
connected as is the air we breathe, the water in the ocean that 
we see. In no instance can anyone hold himself apart and say, “ I 
am not my brother’s keeper.” We are the keepers of others in our 
own deeds, in our desires, in our very thoughts. Our desires may 
corrupt though never spoken ; our aspirations may bring light 
though none hear them; our deeds may be full of shame though we 
stand respected before the world. To be pure ourselves is the first 
step towards purifying others, more ignorant, less fortunate, and 
more tempted than we have been. And of all things, virtue in 
marriage will radiate physical and moral health to humanity at 
large.

The pure-hearted are not afraid of close association among men 
and women and the expansion of life which would follow that 
higher marriage of the differing qualities of each. For that which 
woman truly represents— motherly love, sympathy, moral strength 
and endurance— the world starves. She who should be its inspirer, 
and should transform it into the larger home, has been cloistered in 
the harem and the zenana. The real functions of womanhood are 
not yet dreamed of, and the price we have to pay for our ignorance 
acts and reacts upon us in a thousand ways.

To aid the younger portion of the present generation to over



come the evil Karma of the past by offering them something 
which is worthy of the name of true education devolves upon 
every true reformer and humanitarian. And the reason of the 
long blindness is not far to seek. It is because the roots of 
the old Karma are deeply sunk in a common selfishness which 
has everywhere sacrificed social welfare to individual demands and 
desires.

S u s a n  E. G a y .

[We are afraid our contributor has not read the books of the 
Pythagorean and Platonic writers with regard to woman.— E d.]

THE AlSSAOUI.

T he recent visit of some of the sect of the A'issaoui to the 
European capitals has to some extent familiarized us with a 
few of the startling ceremonies of this singular religion, which though 
it passes under the name of Mohammedanism has little in common 
with the religion of the prophet and much more with the old Baal 
worship. Being in Kerouan and having great curiosity regarding 
the A'issaoui, we resolved if possible to be present at one of their 
religious ceremonies, and to this end interviewed the French Consul on 
the subject. He seemed very much astonished at the suggestion, 
saying that he had not himself been to one, and that they were— an 
expressive grunt was the only description vouchsafed. Not being 
much the wiser for our interview, we asked if we could have a 
guide and get admittance on the following Friday, on which 
he politely arranged for one, an Arab who spoke French fairly 
well, and told us that this man would be at our service during our 
stay at Kerouan.

Mohammed, for so our guide was called, proved to be a member 
of the sect, and said he had been through the ceremonies, and felt 
no ill effects, but we could not get him to enter into details. He 
promised, however, to take us to the meeting on the following 
Friday.

At the appointed time we met our guide, and soon arrived at



the Laouia of Sidi Abd el-Kadir el Djilani, and were received by 
the Mokaddam, or head of the order. He was a most striking 
person in appearance, with an intensely sad face and the most 
peculiar hands I have ever touched— they made me shudder.

Gravely conducting us to a small dais facing the outer court, 
he invited us to be seated with him. In a line in front were the 
musicians, and a fire in a brazier. Several people strolled in with 
no apparent object, and seemed, like ourselves, to have nothing 
particular to d o ; most of them came up to the Mokaddam, who 
touched them on the forehead— from which we concluded that 
hypnotism played a part in the proceedings— so casually that we 
scarcely noticed it being done. Five or six linked arms and swayed 
quietly to and fro, but rapidly the line filled up, and soon a long 
row were rocking with rapidly increasing excitement, and the “ ha, 
ha, ho, ho,” of the howling dervishes, the wild music, and the 
frantic swaying of the men advised us that the service had begun, 
and we became aware that the place was full of people.

Suddenly a man flung out of the line, threw off his clothing, 
shook down his lock of hair, uttering frantic howls, and looking as 
though seized with an epileptic fit. Then he sank on the ground in 
silence, but with the most awful expression of maniacal fury, and 
slid along in snake fashion, the body writhing in an indescribable 
movement, neither hands nor feet seeming to help the progression. 
The movement was hideously fascinating, and when, on reaching 
the Mokaddam, the head with its awful, evil face was lifted, it 
seemed like nothing human. To recall the expression of horror and 
despair in its distorted features gives even now an unpleasant shock. 
With the face but a few inches from me I took an iron nail from the 
Mokaddam, as he offered it for examination. It was three or four 
inches long and thick in proportion. Looking at it carefully, I 
handed it back, wondering what was its peculiarity. It had scarcely 
left my fingers when it was put into the mouth of the face at my 
knee, the lithe hand of the chief had stroked the throat and the 
dainty morsel had passed on for digestion. In rapid succession five 
more of the succulent tit-bits followed. The meal ended, the 
creature writhed away and was lost in the shadows beyond, where, 
we were told, the waiting attendants took the worshippers off to the 
cells in the building.



By this time the worshippers had multiplied, and the place was 
full of what appeared to us tortured humanity. Many had passed 
the howling stage, and were variously employed in showing their 
devotion, as there seemed to be a considerable number eating cactus 
spines, gouging out their eyes with broken glass, applying red-hot 
irons to their flesh, and doing other actions of a similar nature.

While endeavouring to take note of all the principal proceedings, 
I followed attentively the movements of those in our immediate 
vicinity. One devotee was laboriously occupied in forcing a long 
thick stake through his body by leaning on one end and pressing 
the other on the ground. The squashing sound of the yielding flesh 
as the stake was forced through was sickening, and as the man was 
only two or three feet from me it was clearly distinguishable 
above the din of drums and howls. Another held two stakes against 
his body which an assistant with a heavy mallet drove through with 
hearty goodwill. One man with a stick projecting a long way on 
either side of his body commenced wild gyrations so close to us that 
the Mokaddam taking one end turned the body away as a gentle 
hint to keep further off. Several were now skewered in this fashion, 
and were whirling wildly about, though not for long, as they too 
passed into the dim shadows at the side. The wild scene was 
horrible but fascinating to an onlooker, though perhaps not quite 
without some little element of danger.

Once, as a man approached frantically flourishing a huge broad
sword, it hissed in the air so close that the wind it made stirred my 
light clothing. The Mokaddam evidently felt it also, and tucked 
up his legs on the dais. I followed his example, leaning back 
as far as possible, feeling assured that if an Aissaoui could find duty 
or pleasure in being cut up I should not, and that one touch of that 
deadly-looking weapon, wielded with the strength of its bearer, 
would render my return to the bosom of my family more than doubt
ful. Still watching the devotee intently, I saw him draw the sword 
right across his body, but at the moment my attention was suddenly 
arrested, as my companion, succumbing to the horrors and the evil 
atmosphere, perhaps aided also by a meagre diet of dates and coarse 
bread for a week, had fainted.

Hurriedly bidding adieu to the chief we got outside, our guide 
hoping we would return to the interesting finish, when the pleasant

5



meeting would conclude with the introduction of a live sheep, which 
would be torn in pieces and eaten on the spot by the surviving 
members of this remarkable religious community.

M. C. B.

[It seems not improbable that we have here a relic of the 
indigenous magical and elemental worship of the aborigines of the 
western and northern coasts of Africa. The tradition doubtless 
came down through the ages from the Atlantean races. The 
maniacal obsession and reward of bloodsucking point distinctly to 
the traffic with eleinentals.— E d.]

THE SYSTEM OF CHAITANYA.
T he system of Chaitanya,- with all its imperfections, is a protest 

both against the nihilistic conceptions of Shankaracharya’s disciples, 
and also against the wooden and heartless doctrines and meaningless 
rites of the exoteric Hinduism prevalent in his time. It is an em
phatic declaration of the love side of the divine, which had been 
lost sight of in the hollow dissertations of wordy Advaitins who had 
resolved the Brahman into Gnana simply, and thereby had given 
additional impulse to the mere striving after knowledge— knowledge 
unreduced to feeling, which is empty and has no bearing on life. 
It marks also a decided advance of humanity, which is no longer 
content with meaningless rites and ceremonies. With the funda
mental concept of love and devotion (of which infinite compassion 
for all beings and illimitable love to the divine are the principal 
characteristics), it indicates the uprising of the human heart against 
the encroachments of the eye-doctrine, which glorifies selfishness 
under the garb of knowledge, divorces love from concepts of the 
divine, ignores the claims of humanity, and is even now subverting 
the social fabric by promulgating the ideal of fanatical asceticism. 
This being so, a brief survey of the system may, notwithstanding its 
many gaps and shortcomings, prove of some service at the present 
time.

The primordial essence, with which the philosophy starts, is



the eternal divine being, Krishna, who is at once the subjective, 
the material and the instrumental cause of everything that exists, and 
of which the Bhagavata (I. ii. 11) says: “ The knowers of essence call 
this the one and the secondless Ghana. This is named variously as 
Brahman, Paramatinan and the Lord.” This being pervades all the 
manifested cosmos in only a part of his nature and is also the 
Turiya or the fourth state, which is above the Viraj, the Hiranya, 
and the Karana Upadhis of tshvara. As against the conceptions of 
the Vedantins, he is not an indiscrete principle, but a real being, 
having sixty-four qualities (omnipotence, etc.)— the result of his 
three-fold nature. He has also a distinct form and a place. Of his 
three-fold nature, the first is Parashakti or essential nature. There 
are six kinds of manifestations of this nature called Vil&sa, in addi
tion to the form and nature which belong to him as such. They 
a re :

(a) Paravastha, the eternal youth Krishna, of ten to fifteen years 
o f age, with his lute sporting in the eternal Goloka with Radhfi, the 
outcome of his own Anandamaya nature.

(£) Bala Gopala of one to five years of age.
(c) The boy Krishna of five to ten years of age.

These three are the manifestations of his Dharina, and with 
these he gladdens the heart of his devotees who approach him in 
the character of a lover, a parent, or a friend respectively.

((f) Vaibhava or differentations within himself of his sove
reignty. Balar&ma and the Boar are examples.

(<?) Prabhava, or his manifestations as regards his prowess. The 
sacred Harhsa, Vyasa, Dattatreya and Kapila are examples of this.

These two are regarded as his Prak&sha or manifestations. In 
the Vaibhava his nature is more fully reflected than in the Prabhava.

(/) Ariisha or part-avataras, such as the fish (Matsya) and San- 
karshana, the first Purusha.

( g) Avesha, in which great souls are acted upon by his energy, 
such as the Kumaras, Narada and others.

These are the two kinds of Avataras of the divine Being as 
regards his energy.

The Parashakti of the divine, which is Sat, Chit and Ananda, 
though of the nature of Chit, manifests in three kinds of energy 
according to the predominating nature of the three qualities.



{a) Hladini or Ananda, through which the divine loves and is 
loved by his votaries, and which is the cause of the infinite Ananda 
of the Yogins and Siddhas. The quintessence of this Shakti is the 
divine love in which to please himself he manifests as the immortal 
R&dha. The ray of this love in man is called Bhakti, the source of 
undying happiness. From this source comes the thirst after happi
ness which characterizes all beings.

(£) Satnvit, the Chit side of his essential nature and the cause 
of all evolution and being. Through this the divine knows and is 
the source of all consciousness. According to the school, this Chit 
when taken singly and without reference to the other aspects of the 
divine nature is the Brahman of the VedSntins, which therefore, is 
not the divine being in his entirety.

( < c) Sandhini or existence, through which the Divine takes 
forms, and which, when unconnected with his prakritic nature is 
called Shuddha Sattva or pure essence, with which he creates 
Aprfikrita L,oka or the region of real existence, and peoples it with 
his favourite votaries and servants who have earned this privilege. 
According to the Vaishnava phrase “ it is the Shuddha Sattva, in 
which the essence of the Divine rests.”

Next in order to his essential nature is the Jiva-Shakti. This 
is the Kshetragna Prakriti of the Bhagavad , chap. xiii. This 
nature, in its essence Chit, is eternal and produces infinite orders of 
Ji vas. It is the source of all life, whether manifested or not. Being 
Chit, it is differentiated from inert Prakriti or the Maya side of the 
divine nature, while being limited and circumscribed by Maya, 
owing to its capacity for being acted upon by it, it differs from the 
divine essential nature.

The third side of the nature of Krishna is the prakritic or 
mayavic, which is also eternal in the succession and order of its 
manifestations. The Vaishnavas of the school do not accept the 
Vivarta or the illusion theory of the Ved&nta, but on the contrary 
regard this Prakriti somewhat in the Saiikhya fashion, only with this 
difference, that its self-evolving power is denied ; it cannot work, it 
cannot generate the Mahat Tattva or Universal Ideation, without the 
Ishvara influencing it with its essential Chit energy. It'has in fact 
no separate existence, and is entirely dependent on Mahat for its 
evolution, through which it generates the threefold gunas, SattvR



Rajas and Tanias. Like the Chintamani, which, though producing 
various kinds of jewels from its rays, yet always remains the same, 
the divine is unaffected by the evolutions and involutions of his 
prakritic side. This Prakriti works by enveloping the manifesta
tions of the Jivashakti or life-energy in name and form, and thus 
produces the cosmos, and under the supervision of the Logoi 
evolves the Koshas or sheaths for man.

Apr&krita Loka. According to the system there are two prin
cipal Lokas, the prstkrita or mayavic, subject to eternal transforma
tion and change, and the aprakrita or the real, in which name and 
form, time and place, are of real nature, and therefore not liable to 
change. This Aprakrita Loka is subdivided into various minor 
Lokas where reside the various self-manifestations of the divine 
being.

(a) At the centre of this real world is the Goloka, the abode of 
the divine being himself, where he sports in his own unlimited 
nature with his devotees. Here he manifests himself as the Bala 
Gopala, the boy, and the youth Krishna.

(3 ) Outside the Goloka is the region of Balar&ma, the Vaibhava 
manifestation of the Deity.

(*r) Next is the Vaikuntha or the Loka of Narayana, himself a 
part of the essence of Balarama. He is the deity considered in 
relation to the powers of the divine. Round him are the Chatur- 
vyftha or four circles of defence, presided over by four beings who 
are the germs of the Logoi and the Avataras. They are the Pra- 
bhava self-differentiations of the divine, though at least in the case of 
three of them immediately proceeding from Balar&ma. They are :

(< i) Vasudeva— begotten of the divine Son, and the source of all 
special Avataras. He is the Krishna of the Gita as opposed to the 
Krishna of Vrindavana, who is the divine himself. In man he is 
the presiding deity of Chitta, the eye of the soul.

(e) Sankarshana— a ray from whom is the first Puruslia or the 
Logos. Lying in the ocean of Karana, the eternal cause, he contains 
within himself the potentiality of life, of Kala or time, which 
evolves or involves the worlds, and of the Kriya Shakti or the 
power of manipulating Prakriti. To him is ascribed the Shruti 
“  He looked and said: I will multiply.” He is the Ishvara, the 
source of Mahat, and not, as the Vedantins say, under the Sattva



Guna of Prakriti, but above it. In man he is the presiding deity oi 
pure egoism or the I-principle.

(/) Pradyumna, a ray from whom is the second Purusha. He 
lies on the waters of the womb. The first Logos looking into his 
inherent Maya Shakti produces the waters of the womb and an egg 
is formed of which one-fourth is the shell and three-fourths water, 
and which is fecundated by the second Logos. The egg then bursts 
and from it the Viraj form appears, lying in the waters. From the 
navel of the Purusha rise innumerable lotuses, each containing 
within itself the potency of a Brahman with his particular universe. 
In man he is the presiding deity of the impure I-principle or the 
mind, the controller of the Indriyas or senses.

(g) Aniruddha the third Purusha, lying on the waters of the 
ocean of milk, which is a differentiation of the Shuddha Sattva of 
the divine. He is the Paramatinan, the all-pervading Vishnu, the 
chief Purusha and the source of all Purusha forms. He presides 
over a particular universe and in man is the presiding deity of 
Buddhi.

(h) Brahman. The Loka of Brahman, the undifferentiated Chit, 
lies in the middle region between the real and the unreal worlds.

Prakrita Loka. At the head of the unreal world stands Brahman 
the creative deity of his particular universe— the essentially mayavic 
God— the man of a past Manvantara desirous of power and manage
ment over the world. He is the sum total of the Jivas of the world, 
and presides over fourteen Bhuvanas or Lokas, the upper seven and 
the lower seven. He is surrounded by the lieirarchy of creative 
intelligences, also men of a past Manvantara who had earned this 
Adhikara or privilege. He is under the Prakriti of the divine and 
at the time of a Pralaya (of his worlds) is absorbed with his Jivas 
into the second Logos, who in turn enters the first. Thus the 
evolutions and the involutions of Brahmans and their universes 
depend upon the sum total of the Karman of the Jivas contained 
therein and are regulated by the first Logos. All are absorbed 
except those who have earned the privilege of serving the Deity in 
the Aprfikrita by transcending Maya.

The general evolution of beings through rebirth is admitted by 
this theory.

According to the system man is the highest of all living forms,



being endowed with the Purusha Up&dhi and having also the 
potentiality of the Hladini Shakti of the divine. Of the Koshas 
the Annamaya and the Pr&namaya, the food and the life sheaths 
respectively, are only destroyed by the yoga of action; the Mano- 
maya and the Vigfi&namaya by the yoga of knowledge; while 
nothing but devotion can destroy the Anandamaya Kosha. Thus 
the Vaishnavas of the school, though not actually repudiating the 
identity in essence of man and the Divine, regard Mukti as undesir
able, service and love being man’s goal and his highest privilege. 
This goal however may vary according to his Sadhana. Thus there 
are various kinds of Moksha:

(«) Those who seek after pure Chit get the Laya Mukti in 
Brahman.

(£) Those who seek the Divine without devotion get the Laya 
Mukti of the divine.

(c) Those’who follow simply the yoga of action get their Laya 
in the Parainatman.

( d) Those who have Bhakti go to the Goloka of Krishna if the 
desire is simply to serve and to love; or to the Vaikuntha of 
Narayana if they seek powers as well as service.

Generally speaking, the various kinds of Mukti are enumerated 
as follows:

(a) Sayujya— the Laya Mukti spoken of above.
(£) Sarshti— attainment of equal powers.
(r) Sarupya— attainment of equal Rupa or form.
(( d) Samipya— remaining near the divine.
(6’) Salokya— attainment of the same Loka.
The Vaishnavas do not desire Mukti while there are souls 

bound in the meshes of Maya and its ephemeral pleasures. They 
simply desire to serve Krishna, his Bhaktas (devotees), or his Jivas, 
wherever the Lord ordains. The devotees get a Siddha Deha, or, 
as it is called, P&rshada Deha, a body of service, which is so con
stituted that every part of it serves the purpose of the whole.

With respect to rebirths and the retaking of prakritic forms, 
those who seek Mukti are compelled to be reborn in this or some 
other universe. The Bhaktas depend on the will of the Lord in 
getting their particular place of service, but they are never again 
affected by Maya, though they may be in it.



The Path of Bhakti. The chief characteristic of the system being 
the promulgation of love and devotion as the prime requisite of 
Sadhana the school gives an exhaustive classification of the various 
stages of devotion along which the human soul ascends. Beginning 
with the lowest, the scale runs thus :

(а) By observing strictly one’s own Dharma, devotion to the 
Over-soul is generated. “ Vishnu is worshipped by the Purusha 
following his proper caste and Ashrama rules. This is the good 
path, and there is no other way to contentment.” (Vishnupurdna,
iii., 8, 9.) Thus doing one’s duties— duties which appertain to a 
man by the fact of his being born in a particular status— is the first 
step in this path of sacrifice.

(б) By offering everything to Krishna. “ Whatsoever thou
doest, whatsoever thou eatest, whatsoever thou offerest, whatsoever 
thou givest, whatsoever thou doest of austerity, O Kaunteya, do 
thou as an offering unto me.” ( , ix., 27. Mrs.
Besant’s translation.)

(<:) By the renunciation of one’s Dharma— not from ignorance 
or agnosticism, but from Bhakti, and from following in the path of 
Nivritti, or renunciation of desires. “ He is the most perfect Sadhu 
who after ascertaining the good and the evil of following and 
disregarding the particular Dharma prescribed by me in the 
Vedas worships me by renouncing these” X I. ii.,
32). “ Renouncing all Dharmas come unto me for shelter; sorrow
not, I will liberate thee from all sins ” {Bhagavad , xviii. 66).

{d) By devotion mixed with Gnana.
“ Becoming Brahman serene in the Self he neither grieveth nor 

desireth ; balanced among all beings he obtaineth supreme devotion 
unto me.”— {Bhagavad Gita, xviii. 54.)

{e) By devotion without striving for Ghana. “ Those who 
without exerting themselves after knowledge, stay in their own 
place, and by hearing about thee from the lips of the holy Sadhus 
do proper honour to all which they have heard, in body, in speech 
and in mind, and thus manage to live (patiently), those can conquer 
thee who art the One Unconquerable in the three Lokas.” —  
(.Bhagavata, x. 14, 3.)

{/) By devotion with love. By worshipping the divine not 
with external things but with the offerings of a loving heart.



(g) By the loving devotion of a servant. “ Hearing whose 
very name every Jiva is at once freed from ignorance; what is 
there unattainable by his servants whose feet are like the holy places 
absolving from all s in ?”— (Bhagavata, ix. 5, 16.) In this love and 
devotion the many restrictions and obstacles to devotion fall away.

( h) By the loving devotion of a friend. Here there is more of 
freedom and less of respect.

(*) By the loving devotion of a parent. This is a decided 
advance; for a friend may feel wounded if there be no reciprocity of 
friendship, but the parents are more sacrificing and look less to 
tlieir own self.

(/) By love and devotion of a lover. This is the height of 
sacrifice. The loving woman demands nothing in return, nor does 
she calculate like the parent, but exists entirely for the pleasure of 
her lord. Even the Ananda which she feels at the sight of her lord 
is none of her own seeking, but is there to heighten his Ananda all 
the more; and in that Ananda the consciousness of individual 
existence is now entirely merged. In order to depict more graphi
cally the sublimity of such love and sacrifice the Vaishnavas liken 
this divine union to the love of the immortal maiden Radha for her 
illicit lover, for here the maiden sacrifices her Dharma, riches, and 
even the honour of her name for her divine lover, and is willing to 
brave every danger and to face every evil, not for her own happiness 
but for the happiness of her lord. In the midst of the world doing 
her duties therein, she is always on the alert to catch the faintest 
sound of his musical flute— he standing under the Kadamba 
tree of life beside the Yamuna, and beckoning all his devotees to 
come to him. Few, indeed, there are who can realize the sublimity 
of a renunciation like this ; fewer still, those who can love their lord 
with the love of immortal Radha. To those who yet are on the 
kamic plane this love may savour of the carnal, but the life 
of Chaitanya, who likened himself to Radha, is an ample 
refutation of this. This love, if it can be called love, is 
entirely devoid of self, not to speak of Kama or desire. 
Parodied by ignorant Vaishnavas, slandered by persons unable 
to comprehend it, and held in contempt by those who pass as wise 
but are unable to liberate themselves from the lusts of the flesh, this 
love will always have a pleasing and delicious fascination for the



soul which has outgrown the senses, and for the heart which feels 
the darkness around and seeks after the light beyond.

R a je n d r a  L a l a  Mu k h o p a d h a y a .

[The school ol Chaitanya is one ot the latest of the Hindu 
sects, dating only from the latter end of the fifteenth century. The 
modern followers of the Chaitanya phase of Vaishnavism are for the 
most part exceedingly illiterate. As may be seen from the above 
sketch of our contributor, the Chaitanya school consists of the most 
exaggerated and unbalanced development of the Bhakti idea con
ceivable by blind devotion. It is, however, interesting as throwing 
light on one of the phases of religious enthusiasm in India.—

G. R. S. M.]

T he P r o vid en ce  of  th e  T h e o so ph ic al  S o c ie t y .— The 
Theosophical Society has so far presented the appearance of 
an unorganised chaos slowly evolving into an ordered cosmos; 
and a great puzzle its chaotic state has been to many a serious- 
minded man and woman inside and outside its ranks. Personally 
we know no one who has thrown any light on the method, or 
rather want of method, in its evolution. One thing, however, 
conies out triumphantly from this same chaos; as the mind gazes 
on the strange elemental spectacle that the past history of the 
movement presents to the view, the idea is overpoweringly borne 
into the mind that some providential force has watched over its 
cradle; for if any movement has done its best to drown itself and 
tie an infinite number of millstones round its neck, it has been this 
same Theosophical Society. It is the one great miracle of the 
century that this movement not only still exists, but that it is now 
healthy and vigorous. What then must be the power of that 
providential supervision !

G. R. S. M.



DEVACHAN.

T he D ise m bo d ie d .

( Continued fr p. 68.)

T he greater reality of the devachanic life as compared with 
that on earth is again evidenced when we consider what conditions 
are requisite for the attainment of this higher state of existence. 
For the very qualities which a man must develope during life, if he 
is to have any Devachan after death, are just those which all the 
best and noblest of our race have agreed in considering as really 
and permanently desirable. In order that an aspiration or a thought- 
force should result in existence on that plane, its dominant charac
teristic must be unselfishness. Affection for family or friends takes 
many a man into Devachan, and so also does religious devotion; yet 
it would be a mistake to suppose that all affection or all devotion 
must therefore necessarily find its post-mortem expression there, for 
o f each of these qualities there are obviously two varieties, the 
selfish and the unselfish— though it might perhaps reasonably be 
argued that it is only the latter kind in each case which is really 
worthy of the name. There is the love which pours itself out upon 
its object, seeking for nothing in return— never even thinking of 
itself, but only of what it can do for the loved one; and such a 
feeling as this generates a spiritual force which cannot work itself 
out fully except upon the devachanic plane. But there is also 
another emotion which is sometimes called love— an exacting, selfish 
kind of passion which desires mainly to loved— which is thinking
all the time of what it receives rather than of what it gives, and is 
quite likely to degenerate into the horrible vice of jealousy upon 
(or even without) the smallest provocation. Such affection as this 
has in it no seed of devachanic development; the forces which it 
sets in motion will never rise above the astral plane. The same is 
true of the feeling of a certain very large class of religious devotees, 
whose one thought is, not the glory of their deity, but how they may



save their own miserable souls— a position which forcibly suggests 
that they have not yet developed anything that really deserves the 
name of a soul at all.

On the other hand there is the real religious devotion, which 
thinks never of self, but only of love and gratitude towards the deity 
or leader, and is filled with ardent desire to do something for him or 
in his name ; and such a feeling often leads to prolonged Devachan 
of a comparatively exalted type. This would of course be the case 
whoever the deity or leader might be, and followers of Buddha 
Krishna, Ormuzd, Allah and Christ would all equally attain their 
meed of devachanic bliss— its length and quality depending upon 
the intensity and purity of the feeling, and not in the least upon its 
object, though this latter consideration would undoubtedly affect 
the possibility of receiving instruction during that higher life.

It will be seen, therefore, that many undeveloped and backward 
egos never consciously attain the devachanic state at all, whilst a 
still larger number obtain only a comparatively slight touch of some 
of its lower planes. Every ego must of course withdraw into its 
true self upon the arupa levels before reincarnation ; but it does not 
at all follow that in that condition it will experience anything that 
we should call consciousness. This subject will be dealt with more 
fully when we come to treat of the arupa planes ; it seems better to 
begin with the lowest of the rupa levels, and work steadily upwards, 
so we may for the moment leave on one side the mass of humanity 
whose conscious existence after death is practically confined to the 
astral plane, and proceed to consider the case of an entity who has 
just risen out of that position— who for the first time has a slight and 
fleeting consciousness in the lowest subdivision of Devachan.

There are evidently various methods by which this important step 
in the early development of the ego may be brought about, but it will 
be sufficient for our present purpose if we take as an illustration of one 
of them a somewhat pathetic little story from real life which came 
under the observation of our students when they were investigating 
this question. In this case the agent of the great evolutionary forces 
was a poor seamstress, living in one of the dreariest and most 
squalid of our terrible London slums— a fetid court in the East 
End into which light and air could scarcely struggle. Naturally 
she was not highly educated, for her life had been one long round



of the hardest of work under the least favourable of conditions; 
but nevertheless she was a good-hearted, benevolent creature, over
flowing with love and kindness towards all with whom she came 
into contact. Her rooms were as poor, perhaps, as any in the court, 
but at least they were cleaner and neater than the others. She had 
no money to give when sickness brought need even more dire than 
usual to some of her neighbours, yet on such an occasion she was 
always at hand as often as she could snatch a few moments from 
her work, offering with ready sympathy such service as was within 
her power. Indeed, she was quite a Providence to the rough, 
ignorant factory girls about her, and they gradually came to look 
upon her as a kind of angel of help and mercy, always at hand in 
time of trouble or illness. Often after toiling all day with scarcely 
a moment’s intermission she sat up half the night, taking her turn 
at nursing some of the many sufferers who are always to be found 
in surroundings so fatal to health and happiness as those of a 
London slum ; and in many cases the gratitude and affection which 
her unremitting kindness aroused in them were absolutely the only 
higher feelings they had during the whole of their rough and 
sordid lives.

The conditions of existence in that court being such as 
they were, there is little wonder that some of her patients died, 
and then it became clear that she had done for them much more 
than she knew ; she had given them not only a little kindly 
assistance in their temporal trouble, but a very important impulse 
on the course of spiritual evolution. For these were undeveloped 
egos— pitris of a very backward class— who had never yet in any of 
their births set in motion the spiritual forces which alone could 
give them conscious existence 011 the devachanic plane; but now 
for the first time not only had an ideal towards which they could 
strive been put before them, but also really unselfish love had 
been evoked in them by her action, and the very fact of having so 
strong a feeling as this had raised them and given them more 
individuality, and so after their stay in Kamaloka was ended they 
gained tlieir first experience of the lowest subdivision of Deva- 
chan. A  short experience, probably, and of by no means an 
advanced type, but still of far greater importance than appears at 
first sight; for when once the great spiritual energy of unselfishness



lias been awakened the very working out of its results in Devachan 
gives it the tendency to repeat itself, and, small in amount though 
this first outpouring may be, it yet builds into the ego a faint tinge 
of a quality which will certainly express itself again in the next 
life. So the gentle benevolence of a poor seamstress has given to 
several less developed souls their introduction to a conscious spiri
tual life which incarnation after incarnation will grow steadily 
stronger, and react more and more upon the earth-lives of the 
future. This little incident perhaps suggests an explanation ot 
the fact that in the various religions so much importance is attached 
to the personal element in charity— the direct association between 
donor and recipient.

Seventh Sub-plane.— This lowest subdivision of Devachan, to 
which the action of our poor seamstress raised the objects of her 
kindly care, has for its principal characteristic that of affection for 
family or friends— unselfish, of course, but usually somewhat narrow. 
Here, however, we must guard ourselves against the possibility of 
misconception. When it is said that family affection takes a man 
to the seventh devachanic sub-plane, and religious devotion to the 
sixth, people sometimes very naturally imagine that a person 
having both these characteristics strongly developed in him would 
divide his devachanic period between these two subdivisions, first 
spending a long period of happiness in the midst of his family, and 
then passing upward to the next level, there to exhaust the spiritual 
forces engendered by his devotional aspirations. This, however, is 
not what happens, for in such a case as we have supposed the man 
would awaken to consciousness in the sixth subdivision, where he 
would find himself engaged, together with those whom he had loved 
so much, in the highest form of devotion which he was able to realize. 
And when we think of it this is reasonable enough, for the man 
who is capable of religious devotion as well as mere family affec
tion is naturally likely to be endowed with a higher and broader 
development of the latter virtue than one whose mind is susceptible 
to influence in one direction only. The same rule holds good all 
the way u p ; the higher plane may always include the qualities of 
the lower as well as those peculiar to itself, and when it does so its 
inhabitants almost invariably have these qualities in fuller measure 
than the souls on a lower plane.



When it is said that family affection is the characteristic of 
the seventh sub-plane, it must not therefore be supposed for a 
moment that love is confined to this plane, but rather that the 
man who will find himself here after death is one in whose character 
this affection was the highest and noblest quality— the only one, in 
fact, which entitled him to Devachan at all.

One of the first entities encountered by the investigators upon 
this sub-plane fonns a very fair typical example of its inhabitants. 
The man during life had been a small grocer— not a person of 
intellectual development or of any particular religious feeling, but 
simply the ordinary honest and respectable small tradesman. No 
doubt he had gone to church regularly every Sunday, because it 
was the customary and proper thing to d o; but religion had been 
to him a sort of dim cloud which he did not really understand, 
which had no connection with the business of everyday life, and 
was never taken into account in deciding its problems. He had 
therefore none of the depth of devotion which might have lifted 
him to the next sub-plane; but he had a warm affection for his wife 
and family in which there was a large element of unselfishness. 
They were constantly in his mind, and it was for them far more 
than for himself that he worked from morning to night in his tiny 
little shop; and so when, after a period of existence in Kamaloka, 
he had at last shaken himself free from the decaying astral body, 
he found himself upon this lowest subdivision of Devachan with 
all his loved ones gathered round him. He was no more an intel
lectual or highly spiritual man than he had been on earth, for 
death brings with it no sudden development of that kind; the 
surroundings in which he found himself with his family were not 
of a very refined type, for they represented only his own highest 
ideals of non-physical enjoyment during life ; but nevertheless he 
was as intensely happy as he was capable of being, and since he 
was all the time thinking of his family rather than of himself he 
was undoubtedly developing unselfish characteristics, which would 
be built into the ego and so would reappear in his next life on earth.

Another typical case was that of a man who had died while his 
only child was still young; here in Devachan he had her always 
with him and always at her best, and he was continually occupying 
himself in weaving all sorts of beautiful pictures of her future.



Yet another was that of a young girl who was always absorbed 
in contemplating the manifold perfections of her father, and 
planning little surprises and fresh pleasures for him. Another 
was a Greek woman who was spending a marvellously happy 
time with her three children— one of them a beautiful boy, whom 
she delighted in imagining as the victor in the Olympic games.

A striking characteristic of this sub-plane for the last few cen
turies has been the very large number of Romans, Carthaginians, 
and Englishmen to be found there— this being due to the fact that 
among men of these nations the principal unselfish activity found its 
outlet through family affection ; while comparatively few Hindus 
and Buddhists are here, since in their case real religious feeling 
usually enters more immediately into their daily lives, and con
sequently takes them to a higher level.

There was of course an almost infinite variety among the cases 
observed, their different degrees of advancement being distinguish
able by varying degrees of luminosity, while differences of colour 
indicate respectively the qualities which the persons in question 
have developed. Some, for example, were lovers who had died in 
the full strength of their affection, and so were always occupied with 
the one person they loved to the entire exclusion of all others. 
Others there w£re who had been almost savages, one example being 
a Malay, a low third-class pitri, who obtained just a touch of 
Devachan in connection with a daughter whom he had loved. 
In all these cases it was the touch of unselfish affection which gave 
them their Devachan; indeed, apart from that, no part of the 
activity of their personal lives could have expressed itself on that 
plane. In most instances observed on this level the images of the 
loved ones have in them but the faintest glimmer of real vitality, 
owing to the fact that in the vast majority of cases their 
individualities have not been developed into activity on this plane. 
Of course where such development has taken place the image would 
be vivified by a ray of the higher self of the person whom it re
presented, and much benefit might be derived by the devachanee 
from his intercourse with it.

Before passing on to consider the higher levels of Devachan 
it would be well perhaps to refer to the way in which conscious
ness is recovered upon entering the devachanic plane. On the



final separation of the mind-body from the astral a period of 
blank unconsciousness supervenes— varying in length between very 
wide limits— analogous to that which follows physical death. The 
awakening from this into active devachanic consciousness closely 
resembles what often occurs in waking from a night’s sleep. Just 
as on first awakening in the morning one sometimes passes through 
a period of intensely delightful repose during which one is conscious 
of the sense of enjoyment, though the mind is as yet inactive and 
the body hardly under control, so the entity awakening to con
sciousness on the devachanic plane first passes through a more or 
less prolonged period of intense and gradually increasing bliss till 
his full activity of consciousness on that plane has been reached. 
When first this sense of wondrous joy dawns on him it fills 
the entire field of his consciousness, but gradually as he awakens he 
finds himself surrounded by a world of his own creation presenting 
the features appropriate to the sub-plane to which he has been 
drawn.

Sixth Sub-plane.— The dominant characteristic of this sub
division appears to be anthropomorphic religious devotion. The 
distinction between such devotion and the religious feeling which 
finds its expression on the second sub-plane of the astral lies in the 
fact that the former is purely unselfish, and the man who feels it is 
totally unconcerned as to what the result of his devotion may be as 
regards himself, while the latter is always aroused by the hope and 
desire of gaining some advantage through i t ; so that on the second 
astral sub-plane such religious feeling as is there active invariably 
contains an element of selfish bargaining, while the devotion which 
raises a man to this sixth devachanic sub-plane is entirely free from 
any such taint. On the other hand this phase of devotion, which 
consists essentially in the perpetual adoration of a personal deity, 
must be carefully distinguished from those still higher forms which 
find their expression in performing some definite work for the 
deity’s sake. A  few examples of the cases observed on this sub-plane 
will, however, show these distinctions more clearly than any mere 
description can do.

A fairly large number of entities whose devachanic activities 
work themselves out on this level are drawn from the oriental
religions; but only those are included who have the characteristic
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of pure but unreasoning and unintelligent devotion. Worshippers 
of Vishnu, both in his avatar of Krishna and otherwise, as well as a 
few worshippers of Shiva, are to be found here, each wrapped up in 
the self-woven cocoon of his own thoughts, alone with his own god, 
oblivious of the rest of mankind, except in so far as his affections 
may associate those whom he loved with him in his adoration. 
Thus a Vaishnavite was noticed wrapped in the ecstatic adoration of 
the image of Vishnu to which he had made offerings during life. 
But some of the most characteristic examples of this plane are 
to be found among women, who indeed, it may be remarked, form 
a very large majority of its- inhabitants. Among others a Hindu 
woman was observed, who had glorified her husband into a 
divine being, and also thought of the child Krishna as playing 
with her own children, but while these latter were thoroughly 
human the child Krishna was obviously the semblance of a 
blue wooden image galvanized into life. Krishna also, however, 
appeared in her Devachan under another form— that of an effeminate 
young man playing on a flute. Another woman, who was a wor
shipper of Shiva, had somehow confused the god with her husband, 
apparently looking upon the latter as a manifestation of the former, 
so that the one seemed to be constantly changing into the other. 
Some Buddhists also are found upon this subdivision, but appar
ently exclusively those who regard the Buddha rather as an object 
of adoration than as a great teacher.

The Christian religion also contributes many of the inhabitants 
of this plane. The unintellectual devotion which is exemplified on 
the one hand by the illiterate Roman Catholic peasant, and on the 
other by the earnest and sincere “ soldier” of the Salvation Army, 
seems to produce a result very similar to those already described, 
for these people also are found wrapped up in contemplation of their 
ideas of Christ or the Virgin Mary respectively. For instance an 
Irish peasant was seen absorbed in adoration of the Virgin Mary, 
whom he imaged as standing on the moon after the fashion of 
Titian’s “ Assumption,” and holding out her hands and speaking to 
him. A mediaeval monk was found in ecstatic contemplation of 
Christ crucified, the intensity of his imagination being such as to 
reproduce the stigmata in his own body, and the blood dropping from 
the wounds of the figure of his Christ. Another man seemed to



have forgotten the crucifixion, and thought of his Christ only as 
glorified on his throne, with the crystal sea before him, and a 
vast multitude of worshippers among whom he stood with his wife 
and family. His affection for them was very deep, but his thoughts 
were more occupied in adoration of Christ, whom he imaged as con
stantly changing kaleidoscopically into and out of the form of the 
lamb bearing the flag which we often see represented in church 
windows. A rather more interesting case was that of a Spanish nun 
who died at about the age of nineteen or twenty. In her Devachan 
she carried herself back to the date of Christ’s life on earth, and 
imagined herself as accompanying him through the chain of events 
recounted in the gospels, and after the crucifixion taking care of the 
Virgin Mary. It was observable, however, that her pictures of the 
scenery, and costumes of Palestine were entirely inaccurate, for the 
Saviour and his disciples wore the dress of Spanish peasants, while 
the hills round Jerusalem were mighty mountains clothed with vine
yards, and the olive trees were hung with grey Spanish moss. She 
thought of herself as eventually martyred for her faith, and ascend
ing into heaven, but only to live over and over again this life in which 
she so delighted. A quaint and pretty little example of tlie#Devachan 
of a child may conclude our list of instances from this sub-plane. 
He had died at the age of seven, and was occupied in enacting in 
the heaven-world the scenes which his Irish nurse had described to 
him; he thought of himself as playing with the child Jesus, and 
helping him to make those clay sparrows which the power of the 
Christ is fabled to have vivified and caused to fly.

It will be seen that the blind unreasoning devotion of which we 
have been speaking does not at any time raise its votaries to any 
great spiritual heights ; but it must be remembered that in all cases 
they are entirely happy and most fully satisfied, for what they 
receive is always the highest which they are capable of appreciating. 
Nor is it entirely without a good effect on their future career, for 
although no amount of mere devotion will ever develope intellect, 
yet it does produce an increased capacity for devotion, and in most 
cases leads also to purity of life. A person therefore who leads 
such a life and enjoys such a Devachan as we have been describing, 
though he is not likely to make rapid progress on the path of spiri
tual development, is at least guarded from many dangers, for it is



improbable that in his next birth he should fall into any of the 
grosser sins, or be drawn away from his devotional aspirations into 
a mere worldly life of avarice, ambition or dissipation. Neverthe
less, a survey of this sub-plane distinctly emphasizes the necessity 
of following St. Peter’s advice, “ Add to your faith virtue, and to 
virtue knowledge.”

Fifth Sub-plane.— The chief characteristic of this sub-division 
may be defined as devotion expressing itself in active work. The 
Christian on this plane, for example, instead of merely adoring 
his Saviour, would think of himself as going out into the world 
to work for him. It is especially the plane for the working out 
of great schemes and designs unrealized on earth— of great 
organizations inspired by religious devotion, and usually having for 
their object some philanthropic purpose. It must be bprne in 
mind, however, that ever as we rise higher greater complexity and 
variety is introduced, so that though we may still be able to give a 
definite characteristic as on the whole dominating the plane, we 
shall yet be more and more liable to find variations and exceptions 
that do not so readily range themselves under the general heading^

A typical case, although somewhat above the average, was that 
of a man who was found working out a grand scheme for the 
amelioration of the condition of the lower classes. While a deeply 
religious man himself he had felt that the first step necessary in 
dealing with the poor ]was to improve their physical condition ; and 
the plan which he was now working out with triumphant success and 
loving attention to every detail was one which had often crossed his 
mind while on earth, though he had been quite unable there to take 
any steps towards its realization. His idea had been that, if  
possessed of enormous wealth, he would buy up and get into his 
own hands the whole of one of the smaller trades— one in which 
perhaps three or four large firms only were now engaged; and he 
thought that by so doing he could effect very large savings by doing 
away with competitive advertising and other wasteful forms of trade 
rivalry, and thus be able, while supplying goods to the public at the 
same price as now, to pay much better wages to his workmen. It 
was part of the scheme to buy a plot of land and erect upon it 
cottages for his workmen, each surrounded by its little garden; and 
after a certain number of years’ service, each workman was to



acquire a share in the profits of the business which would be suffi
cient to provide for him in his old age. By working out this system 
the devachanee had hoped to show to the world that there was an 
eminently practical side to Christianity, and also to win the souls of 
his men to his own faith out of gratitude for the material benefits 
they had received.

Another not dissimilar case was that of an Indian prince whose 
ideal on earth had been Rama, on [whose example he had tried to 
model his life and methods of government. Naturally down here 
all sorts of untoward accidents occurred, and many of his schemes 
failed, but in Devachan everything went well, and the greatest 
possible result followed every one of his well-meant efforts— R&ma of 
course advising and directing his work, and receiving perpetual 
adoration from all his devoted subjects.

A curious and rather touching instance of personal religious 
work was that of a woman who had been a nun, belonging to 
one not of the contemplative but the working orders. She had 
evidently based her life upon the text “ Inasmuch as ye have done 
it unto one of the least of these my brethren, ye have done it unto 
me,” and now in Devachan she was still carrying out to the fullest 
extent the injunctions of her lord, and was constantly occupied in 
healing the sick, in feeding the hungry, and clothing and helping 
the poor— the peculiarity of the case being that each of those to whom 
she had ministered at once changed into the appearance of the 
Christ, whom she then worshipped with fervent devotion.

An instructive case was that of two sisters, both of whom had 
been intensely religious ; one of them had been a crippled invalid, 
and the other had spent a long life in tending her. On earth they 
had often discussed and planned what religious and philanthropic 
work they would carry out if they were able, and now each is the 
most prominent figure in the other’s Devachan, the cripple being 
well and strong, while each thinks of the other as joining her in 
carrying out the unrealized wishes of her earth-life; and it was 
noticed that in this case the image of each sister in the other’s 
Devachan was at least to some extent vivified and real.

On this plane also the higher type of sincere and devoted 
missionary activity finds expression. Of course the ordinary 
ignorant fanatic never reaches this level, but a few of the noblest



cases, such as Livingstone, might be found here engaged in the 
congenial occupation of converting multitudes of people to the par
ticular religion they advocated. One such case which came under 
notice was that of a Mohammedan who imagined himself as work
ing most zealously at the conversion of the world and its govern
ment according to the most approved principles of the faith of 
Islam.

It appears that under certain conditions artistic capacity may 
also bring its votaries to this sub-plane. But here a careful distinc
tion must be drawn. The artist or musician whose only object is 
the selfish one of personal fame, or who allows himself to be 
influenced by feelings of professional jealousy, of course generates 
no forces which will bring him to the devaclianic plane at all. 
On the other hand that grandest type of art whose disciples regard 
it as a mighty power entrusted to them for the spiritual elevation of 
their fellows will express itself in even higher regions than this. But 
between these two extremes those devotees of art who follow it for 
its own sake or regard it as an offering to their deity, never thinking 
of its effect on their fellows, may in some cases find their appro
priate Devachan on this sub-plane. As an example of this may be 
mentioned a musician of a very religious temperament who regarded 
his compositions simply as offerings to Christ— compositions which 
themselves were very fine, and produced a magnificent arrangement 
of sound and colour in the matter of that subdivision. The result 
of this would certainly be to give him increased devotion and 
increased musical capacity in his next birth ; but without the still 
wider aspiration to help humanity this kind of Devachan might 
repeat itself almost indefinitely. Indeed, glancing back at the three 
planes with which we have just been dealing it will be noticed that 
they are in all cases concerned with the working out of devotion to 
personalities— either to one’s family and friends or to a personal 
deity— rather than the wider devotion to humanity for its own 
sake which finds its expression on the next sub-plane.

C. W. L eadbeater.
(To be continued.)
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T H E O S O P H IC A L  A C T IV IT IE S .

European Section.
Mr. Mead’s lectures on the later Platonists came to a most suc

cessful termination on March 20th. The series has been very well 
attended from beginning to end.

The afternoon meetings at private houses conducted by Mr. Mead, 
Mr. Eeadbeater, and Mr. Keightley have proceeded in a very satisfac
tory manner. One set terminated at Easter, the other two still being 
carried on.

The tenth conference of the North of England Federation will be 
held at Harrogate on April 25th, and Mrs. Besant, who is expected to 
arrive in England a few days before, will be present at the meeting.

The Sunday evening meetings at the Blavatsky Eodge, conducted 
by Mr. Eeadbeater and Mr. Keightley, will conclude at the end of 
April. These meetings have proved most successful in every respect, 
and it is hoped that they will be carried on again after the summer 
interval.

The smaller Queen’s Hall has been engaged for Mrs. Besant during 
the months of May, June, and July, for Sunday evening lectures. The 
subjects will be announced in due course.

Indian Section.
The records, books and all property belonging to the Indian Section 

have been completely removed to the new headquarters at Benares, so 
that the business arrangements are now in proper order.

Mrs. Besant has delivered a number of lectures on Theosophical 
subjects, but has spent much of the later portion of her visit in quiet 
work at the headquarters Her four lectures delivered at Adyar during 
the recent Convention will shortly be published under the title of The 
Path of Discipleship.

Colonel Olcott visited Calcutta recently to assist in settling the 
Maha Bod hi case. The opportunity was taken to deliver a number of 
lectures and addresses to the pupils of some of the Indian Schools.



A new branch has been formed at Motihari, Bengal, with Babu 
Krishnadan Mttkeiji as President.

Australasian Section.
Miss Lilian Edger, M.A., the President of the Auckland Branch, 

has recently made arrangements by which she will be able to devote 
almost the whole of her time to work in connection with the Society. 
Miss Edger is already well known throughout the Section, having done 
extensive lecturing work in many parts of New Zealand. She has 
recently completed a tour through the southern districts of the colony.

The Annual Convention of the Section was held in Melbourne on 
April 3rd and 4th.

Death of Mr. Judge.
Mr. W. Q. Judge died at New York on Saturday, March 21st. The 

body was cremated on Monday, March 23rd, at the Fresh Pond 
crematorium.

R E V IE W S .

The Upanishads.
Translated into English, with a Preamble and Arguments, by G. R. S. 

Mead, B.A., M.R.A.S., and Jagadisha Chandra Chattopddyaya. 
Volume I. [Theosophical Publishing Society. Price in paper 
covers 6 d.,in buckram is. 6 d.]
It is not too much to say that no books have ever been written 

which contain doctrines of greater importance to mankind than the 
Upanishads. No one knows their author, no one knows their date, 
and thus they well merit their title of Rahasya, the secret or the mystery. 
Less ancient certainly than the hymns of the Rig Veda, they may yet 
well take rank among the oldest books in the world, and the teaching 
which they contain has for thousands of years been the national philo
sophy of the peoples of India. With the help of their mystical doctrine 
the ancient Hindu was led to discover the infinite hidden in the finite, 
the true behind the semblance of the senses, the self behind the ego, 
and the indestructible identity of his own true self with the Supreme 
Self; and surely such knowledge is of no less importance to us to-day. 
Indeed, Professor Max Muller, one of our greatest living Sanskritists, 
has written of them : “ I do not hesitate to say that there are rays of



light in the Upanishads which will throw new light even to-day upon 
some of the problems nearest to our own hearts.” And how closely 
the ideas of some of the latest modern philosophers approach those pro
claimed in the Upanishads may be seen by the following quotations 
from Dr. Caird, who writes in his Philosophy of Religion : “ It is just in 
this renunciation of self that I truly gain myself; for whilst in one 
sense we give up self to live the universal and absolute life of reason, 
yet that to which we thus surrender ourselves is in reality our 
truer self.” And again: “ The knowledge and love of God is the 
giving up of all thoughts and feelings that belong to me as a mere in
dividual self, and the identification of my thoughts and being with that 
which is above me, yet in me—the universal or absolute self, which is 
not mine or yours, but in which all intelligent beings alike find the 
realization and perfection of their nature ” (p. 257).

Members of the Theosophical Society at any rate should not need 
to be told of the advantage— nay, even the necessity— of studying these 
wonderful old oriental scriptures, and there must be many, both in the 
ranks of the Society and outside it, who will cordially welcome the 
publication of a translation at once so accurate and so characteristic as 
this at a price which is literally within the reach of all. Accurate— be
cause the greatest care has been taken to secure the most scrupulous 
fidelity to the original, and wherever the English idiom has necessitated 
the use of even a single word which is not represented in the Sanskrit, 
that word is carefully enclosed in square brackets; characteristic—  
because a remarkably successful attempt has been made to reproduce 
as closely as is possible in a foreign language not only the spirit but 
the swing and style of the original Sanskrit. The very shape and manner 
of printing of the book follows the Oriental rather than the English 
tradition ; for though the volume is of about the shape and size of the 
well known “ Pseudonym Library,” the lines run along the page instead 
of across it, precisely as they do in Indian manuscripts, and even the 
tiny side-headings are given on each page in exactly the Indian fashion. 
Considering the difficulty of so novel a task, and the extreme care re
quired to secure accuracy in the transliteration of the Sanskrit words, 
the fact that scarcely an error is to be found throughout the book reflects 
the greatest credit on the printers.

The Translators have given us an explanatory “ preamble” or preface 
which contains much valuable information—among other things a table 
of the states and powers of the universe and man as conceived in the 
Upanishads, which will give the greatest assistance to the unaccustomed 
reader in the comprehension of this intricate system. Very useful also



is the concise “ argument ” or epitome of its contents which precedes 
each of the six Upanishads which are contained in this volume. At 
the beginning of each of these is introduced the “ Peace Chant ” appro
priate to the Veda to which it belongs—the mantra, that is, which is 
always sung in India before the reading of any portion of these sacred 
scriptures. So far as is known this is the first time that any of these 
quaint Peace Chants have been rendered into English.

The contents of this first volume are the Isha, Kena, Katha, Prashna, 
Mundaka, and Mandukya Upanishads, and assuredly all who read it 
will look forward eagerly to the issue of the remainder of the series. 
Where all is so good it would be invidious to particularize, yet one may 
perhaps venture to say that no more effective rendering of the beautiful 
story of Nachiketas has ever been put before the public. To give some 
idea of the vigour and lilt of the translation, this short review shall 
close with two quotations taken at random from different parts of the 
book.

“ What no word can reveal, what revealeth the word, that know 
thou as Brahman indeed, not this which they worship below.

“ What none thinks with the mind, [but] what thinks-out the 
mind, that know thou as Brahman indeed, not this which they worship 
below” fp. 27).

“ Who then is the prey of unreason, unmindful [and] ever impure, 
to that goal such a man never reacheth; he goeth to births and to 
deaths.

“ But the man who is subject to reason, [and] mindful [and] con
stantly pure, he unto that goal truly reacheth, from which he is bora 
not again ” (p. 61).

C. W. L.
The Story of Atlantis.

By W. Scott-Elliot. [Theosophical Publishing Society : 1896. Price
3s. 6 d.net.]
The first appearance of the interesting information gathered together 

bj Mr. Scott- Elliot on this important subject, comes to us in the shape of 
Transactions of the London Lodge, No. 29, with the title “ Atlantis, a 
Geographical, Historical, and Ethnological Sketch.” Appended to the 
Transaction are four large coloured maps indicative of the variations of 
the land-distribution on the earth’s surface owing to the great cata
clysms which overwhelmed theAtlantean root-race. These are respec
tively entitled : No. I., “ Atlantis in its Prime,” or the world about one 
million years ago, during many previous ages, and up to the catastrophe



of about 800,000 years ago ; No. II. “ Atlantis in its Decadence,” or the 
world after the catastrophe of 800,000 years ago and up to the catas
trophe of about 200,000 years ago; No. III., “ Ruta and Daitya,” or the 
world after the catastrophe of 200,000 years ago, and up to the catastrophe 
of about 80,000 years ago; No. IV., “ Poseidonis,” or the world after 
the catastrophe of 80,000 years ago and up to the final submergence of 
Poseidonis in 9,564 b .c .

We could have wished that the writer had devoted more space to 
the description and filling in of the maps, but we believe they are to 
form the basis of still further research. In briefly referring to the source 
of the information the recorder says: “ Among the [occult] records 
. . . there are maps of the world at various periods of its history,
and it has been the great privilege of the writer to be allowed to obtain 
copies—more or less complete— of four of these.” We believe, how
ever, that the originals are not in the form of maps, but rather in the 
nature of globes moulded in terra cotta.

Needless to say, like so many of the recent Transactions of the 
London Lodge, “ Atlantis ” adds considerably to our information on 
the subject, and should prove of immense interest to all students of 
The Secret Doctrine. In it they will find information drawn first of all 

from the ordinary archaeological side of the subject, and secondly from 
the far more exteuded resources of the world-record. The work of the 
Manu is referred to, and the seven sub-races of the great Atlantean 
race are distinguished and traced ; there are also sections on political 
institutions, emigrations, arts and sciences, manners and customs, and 
religion.

It is of course impossible for the ordinary reviewer to deal with a 
subject which is so entirely beyond the ordinary field of enquiry; the 
day is still distant when even such a method of research will be 
generally regarded as possible—much more then is the criticism of 
detail out of the question. Before that day will dawn, however, we 
must first of all deal with periods which are within the reach of 
ordinary historical and chronological study, and when we have esta
blished the reliability and superiority of the occult reading of the 
world-record, we shall then be in a position to persuade the public to 
credence in far more extended archaeology. Meantime, only a very 
few will be really benefited by these painstaking and marvellous 
studies; those alone who are inclined to accept the main outline of 
human evolution as set forth in The Secret , and the general
history of mankind as sketched in those volumes, will be in a position 
to read further of Atlantis with any intelligence, and these we are sure



will be exceedingly grateful to Mr. Scott-Elliot for putting into shape 
the researches of his more gifted colleagues who have got at the 
records at first hand.

As, however, the Transaction is to be offered to a wider circle in 
book-form, we should have liked to see a fuller statement of the 
nature of the researches which were made, that is to say, a paragraph 
or two on trained clairvoyance and its possibilities, for we expect that 
the complete stranger to psychical research will fear for his senses 
when plunging, without any introduction, into so strange a subject.

For ourselves, we have read the treatise with the closest attention 
and interest, and only regret that it is not longer, for there is still, we 
are informed, a quantity of unused material already acquired by the 
investigators.

One small point, with which we are more competent to deal, may, in 
conclusion, be noted for alteration in a subsequent edition. Mr. Scott- 
Elliot will find, we believe, that Plato gave no name for the large 
island and archipelago beyond the Pillars of Hercules. The name 
“ Poseidonis” is found first of all in one of the letters to the writer of 
Esoteric Buddhism, but not as given by Plato. Solon, we are told 
turned the Egyptian or original names into Greek according to a 
method of nomenclature known to the priests, and translated the name 
of the deity of the Atlantic island by the Greek equivalent Poseidon. 
Hence Poseidonis was a very happy selection by the writer of the letter 
as a designation, but it does not occur in eicher the text of the 
or Critias of Plato.

A hasty glance at a forward copy of the bound volume informs us 
that it is introduced to the reader by a Preface from the able pen of 
Mr. Sinnett, who, no doubt, disposes of the objection of our antepen
ultimate paragraph.

G. R. S. M.

Transactions of the Scottish Lodge, Vol. III., Nos. 4, 5, 6, 7.

These four numbers consist of three short papers by the President 
of the Lodge and one long one— on the “ Mythology ot the Ancient 
Egyptians”— which runs through them all, and, indeed, takes up the 
major part of the space in each. Of the three papers by the President, 
the first deals with “ The Tatwas on Four Planes,” the second with 
“ Hermetic Philosophy as the Reconciler of Science and Religion,” 
and the third with “ The Interpretation of the Story of the Deluge on 
Four Planes.” In reference to the first of these I must take serious 
exception to what seems to me the misuse of Sanskrit terms. There is



no plane which in any Hindu system is called “ Ananda,” nor any 
termed “ Vigntna ” either. The writer seems to have had in mind the

a
names of the five Koshas of the Vedtntic sj'stein, viz., Anandamaya 
Kosha, Vignanamaya Kosha, etc., and to have imagined that each of 
these was a vehicle of consciousness operating on planes called 
Ananda, Vignana, and so on. This of course is not the case, and one 
never finds any Hindu thinker speaking of an “ Ananda plane” ; and 
so the fanciful interpretation of the communing of Gautama Buddha 
with Ananda as meaning his communing with his higher self, is entirely 
out of court. As regards the philosophy of the Tattvas in general, on 
which this paper rests, it has so far proved impossible to affiliate it with 
the realities of nature on this and other planes without resorting to 
the most extreme reification of concepts, with which indeed this paper 
teems.

The second paper is a fairly neat restatement of familiar ideas, 
which neither adds to our knowledge nor throws any special light upon 
the numerous difficulties with which the subject bristles. The third is 
a clever example of that artificial method of interpreting mythology 
which finds so many followers at the present day. It would seem 
therefore that many people must find help, satisfaction or comfort in 
this kind of thought; but as it does not appeal to me, I can only say 
that this essay seems on the whole a tolerably intelligent example of its 
kind, and may be read with interest by those whose tastes run in that 
direction.

The long paper on Egyptian Mythology which fills up most of 
these numbers is an able and learned production. But the reviewer 
must protest against the absence of auy indication of the authorities 
relied upon for many of the statements, and especially the absence of 
all information as to the meaning of the quotation marks so lavishly 
employed.

At the conclusion of No. 7 (which has only reached us in proof) 
stands yet another short paper dealing with Norse-Egyptian Mythology. 
From a remark in an earlier number this would seem to be from the 
pen of the President. It is more interesting than those already 
mentioned, and in several ways suggestive; but far more preparatory 
work needs to be done before the comparative study of mythology can 
yield really reliable and useful results.

B. K.

(Copies of the above books may be ordered from the Theosophical 
Publishing Society, 7, Duke Street, IV.C.)



T H E O S O P H IC A L

AN D

M Y S T IC  P U B L IC A T IO N S .

T H E  TH EO SO PH IST (.

Vol. XVII, No. 6:— Colonel Olcott in 
this chapter of “ Old Diary Leaves ” con
tinues the accounts o( lectures and of 
incidents connected with the propaganda, 
some of which are amusing. In one case 
two orthodox Hindus, father and son, 
wished to join the society secretly, and 
were surprised to meet each other in the 
room of the branch. Miss Arundale’s 
article on “ Psychism and Spirituality ” 
is concluded, containing a short account 
of Yoga philosophy. The paper on Zoro
astrianism is continued and is followed 
by an extract from the Madras M ail, and 
an introduction to an account of the Sib 
N&r&yani sect. Dr. Hiibbe Schleiden 
contributes a brief description of the 
“ new photography.” “ Ananda Laliari ” 
contains an elaborate account of some 
yoga practices which do not appear very 
intelligible to western readers.

A.

T H E  VAHAN (London).
Vol. V, No. 9 :— In a second answer 

to the question respecting passages bear
ing on reincarnation to be found in the 
writings of Synesius and Origen, some 
passages of interest are quoted from 
Origen’s works. C. W. L. in reply to a 
question on K&maloka gives much 
valuable information as to the sub-planes 
or divisions, and the condition of the 
“ dead.” The other questions relate to 
dreams, the sacredness of numbers, 
heredity and spiritual progress.

A.

L E  LOTUS BLEU (Paris).
Vol. VII, No. 1 :—The new volume 

opens with an editorial address to the 
readers. The first portion of a transla
tion of The Secret Doctrine appears— a 
work which will probably occupy a con
siderable time in completing. Dr. 
Pascal contributes some reflections on the 
strange experiments an account of which 
has appeared recently in L e Lotus B leu . 
The translation of The A stra l P lan e is 
continued, as are the letters on Material
ism and Theosophy.

A.

T H E  PATH York).
Vol. X, No. 12:— “ The Screen of Time ” 

announces a change in the name of the 
magazine, which will appear next month 
as “ Theosophy." The letters to Dr. 
Hartmann conclude this month, the last 
letters being of interest mainly owing to 
the vivid picture given of the disturb
ances of that time. “ The Art of being 
Brotherly ” is a short article by Mr. Har* 
grove and is followed by one on Deva- 
chan, by Bandusia Wakefield, which 
expounds the general ideas on the sub
ject in a readable manner.

A.

M ER CU R Y (San Francisco).
Vol. II, No. 7 : — "T h e Rationale of 

Hypnotism and Mesmerism ” is con
cluded, the last section containing a 
summary of the paper. Following this 
is an article on “ W ill” by M. A. VV. 
“ Behind the Veil ” contains no psychic



experiences this month, but only a short 
discourse on general lines. The descrip
tion of the surface of the earth is a wild 
speculation of the imaginative faculty. 
“ In reality, it is a thin porous film floating 
here and there upon the sphere of force 
which forms our planet.”

A.

TH EO SO PH IA {Amsterdam).

Vol. IV, No. 47:— The opening paper is 
based on a verse from the Gospel of 
Matthew, and is followed by translations 
o f The Key to TheosophyThrough Storm 
to P e a c e ,The Bhagavad GUd, Light on the
P a t h , The Golden Stairs, and Letters that 

have Helped Me. The article on “ India 
and her Sacred Language ” is con
tinued.

A.

SOPHIA (Madrid).

Vol. IV, No. 3:— A translation of Mr. 
Leadbeater’s Astral Plane is begun in 
this issue, the portion describing the 
scenery being given. Karma is continued 
and is followed by the translation of 
** Dreams ”  from L u c i f e r . The article 
on “ Astrology ” deals with the influence 
o f the planets on the sun, the philosophy 
o f the Tattvas, the evolution of the earth, 
and the pranic currents.

A.

AN TAH KARANA (Barcelona).

Vol. I ll, No. 27 “ The Elixir of Life ”
is continued and is followed by the trans
lation of the Bhagavad Gita, which has 
now reached the twelfth chapter; Karma 
and Reincarnation, by H. Snowden Ward, 
is also continued, the number concluding 
as usual with maxims from Epictetus.

A.

TH EO SO PH Y IN AU STRALIA  

(Sydney).

VoL I, No. 11:— The chief article in 
this number is on “ Thought Forms,” 
and is based on Mrs. Besant’s Karma, a 
long quotation from which forms th$

text. The questions and answers deal 
with the M&nasaputras, Theosophy and 
Freemasonry, and the Masters.

A.

T H E  BUDDHIST (Colombo).

Vol. VIII, Nos. 1, 2 and 3: — Contain 
a report of the general manager of Buddh
ist schools, showing a satisfactory ad
vance in the work. The article on music 
is one that must seem somewhat peculiar 
to English readers, who are not accus
tomed to base their life on ancient and 
artificial rules of doubtful value. 
“ Music delights the senses, as do in
toxicants. . . . Music and wine are
close allies of sensuality,” we are told, as 
also that the object of the wise Buddhist 
“ is to produce non-action of mind in 
regard to the plane of matter, whereby 
peace and joy of mind find him in the 
realm of eternal light.” An ideal which 
means inaction on any plane will not 
have much effect in the next.

A.

T H E  AR YA BALA BODHINt (Madras).

Vol. II, No. 2:— The first article is on 
“ The Brahmin, his Life and Duties,” and 
in the opening chapter, after speaking of 
his present degradation, a sketch of the 
ceremony of investing with the thread is 
given. “ Our Religion ” contains a chap
ter on “ Idol Worship,” followed by “ A 
Hindu University” and “ A Visit to 
Adyar.”

A.

TH E  TH EOSO PH IC G L E A N E R  

(Bombay).

Vol. V, No. 7:— Opens with a criticism 
of Mr. Maitland’s life of Mrs. Kingsford, 
under the title “ Abuse of Will-Power.” 
“ Mithra” writes on the “ Position of a 
Student of the Avesta Literature.” A 
paper on “ Karma and Astrology ” is re
printed from an old number of L u c i f e r , 
and also “ The Heart Doctrine,” by Mrs. 
Besant.

A,



RAYS OF LIG H T (Colombo).

Vol. I, No. t :—This is a very small 
magazine started in connection with the 
Musseus School. The first number 
contains short papers on “ Hygiene,” 
“ The Case against Compulsory Vaccina
tion,” “ Sudden Death and Premature 
Burial,” “ Entering the Path ” and 
“ Theosophy.”

A.

JOURNAL OF T H E  MAHA-BODHI 
SO C IE TY {Calcutta).

Vol. IV, No. 11:— The articles in this 
number are on “ Buddhism in India,” 
and “ The Founder of Buddhism,” con
sisting mainly of a report of a lecture by 
Professor Rhys Davids. Brief notes and 
extracts on various subjects connected 
with Buddhism, correspondence and the 
Buddha-Gava temple case, fill up the 
issue.

A.

ISIS {London).

Vol. I, No. 3:— Much the most interest
ing paper in this number is “ I11 Deeper 
Dreamland,” by Dr. Anderson, which 
contains several stories of typical dreams. 
The “ Letters on Occultism” are eccen
tric in style and in matter, and leave 
much opportunity for exercise of the 
“ intuition.” The article on “ Cagliostro, 
One of the Three” is accompanied by a 
portrait which is not calculated to in
crease general respect for the subject of 
the paper. The verses at the end of the 
magazine are above the average.

A.

T H E  IRISH TH EOSO PH IST  
{Dublin).

Vol. IV, No. 6 :— “ The Enchantment of 
Cucliullain ” is concluded, and the last 
chapter is accompanied by the usual 
poetry. A short paper on “ Cycles and 
The Secret Doctrine,” follows, and at
tempts to find analogies in man and in 
nature. The number concludes with an 
eccentric dialogue on propaganda.

A.

PACIFIC TH EOSO PH IST {San 

Francisco).

Vol. VI, No. 8:— The first article is on 
the sixth sense, and the value of the 
speculations may be judged from the 
statement that intuition is the sixth sense. 
Following this is a paper on “ The Pairs 
of Opposites,” which is said to be a study 
from the Bhagavad Gild, and a short 
article on heredity.

A.

LOTUS B LU TH EN  {Leipzig).

No. 42:— Opens with a translation of 
a portion of “ The Virgin of the World,” 
followed by the first part of a thoughtful 
essay on “ Karma.” “ Jehovah,” and 
“ Nazareth ” are treated of in “ Frag
ments from the Mysteries,” which are 
certainly not from the “ Mysteries ” 
technically so called.

A. J. W.

O TH E R  PUBLICATIONS.

Ludzkosc Posmiertna, a Polish transla
tion of D’Assier’s Posthumous Humanity; 
The Metaphysical Magazine, with articles 
on “ Psychology as a Science,” “ Sym
pathetic Vibration in Nervous Attrac
tion” and other subjects; Modern Astro- 
logy, with some forcible editorial remarks 
on the mass of believers in astrology 
Man, the Master o f his Destiny, an Indian 
pamphlet containing a lecture by Mrs. 
Besant; The Thcosophical Forum, The 
Seen and the Unseen, with an article 011 
“ Theosophy and Geology’ ” ; The Astro
logical Magazine, the Indian journal 
dealing with astrology ; Notes and 
Queries; La Reielacidn, with letters and 
articles on spiritualistic subjects; The 
Moslem World, full of protests against 
the action of the Christians in connec- 
nection with Armenia ; 7 he Hansci
Zasshi, a Japanese Buddhist magazine, 
printed in the vernacular; The Pros- 
nottara; Book Notes; The Sanmdrga 
Bodhinl; The Lamp; The Thcosophical 
Forum.
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